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THREE INJURED, $20,000 DAMAGE IN LINCOLNVILLE TRUCK-CAR CRASH

s
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Robinson was not Injured.
The cab contained many personal effects, along with equipment
NEW 750 GALLON FIRE PUMPER
HIGHWAY COMMISSION CALLS
for the truck.
At the right is the flat bed truck laid across the highway while
ARRIVES TO BOLSTER UNION
FOR BIDS ON REPLACEMENT
the steel weights and fork lift are scattered over the landsrape.
The forre of the impact snapped off the eight wheels under the fiat
bed. The accident, which tied up traffic for several hours, attracted
FIRE DEPARTMENT STRENGTH
OF BRIDGE ON VINALHAVEN
numerous motorists and residents of the area, some of whom are
shown looking at the truck. At Camden, polire re-routed traffic up
The new pumper for the Union apparatus which the firemen will
Invitation for bids on replacing south side of Main Street.
Route 137 to by-pass the jam at 'Lincolnville.
transfer onto the truck in the near the Main Street Bridge over Mill
In Stockton Springs, over a mile
Photos by Shear Fire Department arrived at the future, the pumper will be capable'
Stream in Vinalhaven by the and a half of U. S. Route 1 will be
station. Wednesday, and is expect
of handling any type of fire.
constructed, a mile of which will
Three people were injured and residence, owned by Miss Patricia
State
Highway
Commission, he on new location. The project
ed tp be put through a scries of i
The truck will carry 1,400 feet of1
two escaped unhrlt't. Thursday af Malone.
acceptance tests Saturday morning two and one-half inch hose. 400 Thursday, is among the first three begins 0.8 of a mile south of
A person who was sitting in his UNION OFFERS TO DROP ALL
ternoon, in a spectacular carat the Union Fair Grounds. Union feet of inch and one-half hose, ex-' invitations to he made by the Sandypoint Village on existing U. I.
car at the beach area about 200
Commission
in seven weeks.
truck crash on Route One at Lin j-ards away from the intersection, CHARGES IF BONNAR-VAWTER
Fire Chief Howard Hawes said tension ladders, pike poles, fire Chairman David Stevens held up 1 and extends northeasterly to tnd
at a point a half mile northeasterly
colnville Beach when a 20-ton flat Dwight Black of Surry, had his at
axes
and
dry
powder
fire
extin

that the truck, which has a Ford
all projects involving Federal aid of Meadow Brook. The section to
bed truck smashed into the front tention drawn to the accident at PUTS MEMBERS BACK TO WORK
F750 engine and an Amerlcan- guishers. It carries pumps a mid until clarification by Congress of
be relocated begins in the village
LaFrance chassis, is rated at ship.
of a sedan then rolled over sev about 3.10 p. m. by the sound of
the financial Status of the Federal at the American Legion Hall add
Members of the Rockland Print by denying a decertification peti
the impact and said that he saw
pumping 750 gallons per minute. ; The truck, which cost the Town Highway Trust Fund. A new Fed
eral times. The collision at the "a mass of metal hurled through ing Specialties and Paper Prod tion.
extends to the end of the project.
It also has a 500 gallon booster of Union $12,500, will supplement eral-Aid Highway Act calling for a
Engineering plans include the conucts Union, Local 643. were told.
intersection of Route One and the the air."
“I'm still waiting to hear from tank.
the department's other two ve one cent increase in the gasoline struction of a steel plate girder un
ferry road sent heavy weights
Black rushed to the scene Wednesday night, at a special Farrell on our offer to withdraw
With the fire fighting equipment hicles, a 500 gallon pumper and a tax has been passed by both derpass to carry the Bangor and
meeting in Camden that the at
and a fork lift truck from the State where he helped a passenger in torney for Bonnar-Vawter, Inc., . charges and our willingness to go which arrived with the unit and tank truck, in fighting fires.
Houses and awaits the President's Aroostook railroad tracks over the
back to work under their offer,"
the
truck.
Harlon
Robinson.
47.
of
Department of Agriculture weights
signature.
A Stockton Springs new highway at Sandypoint cross
Gardiner, pull the driver out from Paul Farrell, was informed be- Kohl said.
job also was advertised.
ing. The structure will be 120
and measures truck careening behind the wheel.
Robinson, foi e National Labor Relations
•
Given
Fellowship
Members of the local also were Camden In Dark
Maine Street Bridge over Mill feet in length and provide a 14
along the highway when the larger whose eve glasses weren’t even Board charges were set for hear given a run down on the charges
Stream in Vinalhaven will be re toot 9 inch underclearance. A 12
truck overturned.
State police broken, kicked open the door on ing that the local was willing to set (or hearing. November 9. by On Plans of Movie
placed with a new stone and con foot safety lane for trucks and
said the sedan darted into the his side of the cab as soon as the withdraw all charges if the com the NLRB and pointed out if the
crete structure. The new bridge slow moving vehicles will begin
path of the truck and the driver truck stopped rolling. He said pany will put the union members government prevails, some retro Company To Return
actually consists of two. two span at the railroad underpass and ex
of the truck used all his skill to that he called to an unidentified back to work.
active wages may be expected.
structures a short distance apart tend southwest for 0.7 of a mile.
Some
32
members
of
the
local
No
verification
could
be
obtain

avoid a more serious accident.
The
international
representative
woman at the beach to call the
over the two channels of the The completed highway will have
The driver of the truck, which State police and request an heard Bertram W. Kohl, interna brought an assurance from An ed from Camden, Friday, of a re
stream. The westerly structure a 24 foot bituminous concrete pave
tional representative of the Inter thony DeAndrade, president of the
rolled after striking a culvert. . ambulance.
port that 20th Century Fox plana
will be 35 feet long, the easterly ment and 10 foot gravel shoulders.
Gaylan Kennedy, 33, of Brooks,
The driver of the ear, a two national Printing Pressmen and international cratt union, that the
47 feet long. Because the piers
The third project is at Mattawas sent to Camden Community ' door 1955 Oldsmobile, Dr. Harri- Assistants’ Union, AFL-CIO. report national organization is prepared to return to that town in Decem
and abutments of the new bridges wamkeag where just under three
Hospital with head and facial in ! son J. Hunt of Bangor, was not on a meeting with Farrell in Boston to give the local its full backing. ber to shoot winter scenes for a
will be subject to the weathering miles of Route 157 will be rebuilt.
18 hours before the NLRB served
juries. His condition was termed injured.
When questioned about resuming sequel to Peyton Place.
action
of salt water, they will be The project begins just north of
Neither
the
office
of
Town
Man

notice
of
hearing
on
the
company.
‘■good" by hospital officials, Fri I Trooper George Massie said he
j bargaining. Kohl said there was
constructed of granite to make Mattaseunk Stream and extends
day.
Kohl said. Thursday morning, in nothing to bargain because the ager Sterling Morris or the Sec
has reason to believe that the car
them longer lasting. Much of the southerly 2.89 miles to U. S. Route
Two passengers in the car. ! puJed out from the road leading Rockland that the union seeks to union wants to go back to work retary of the Chamber of Com
material of the existing bridges 2. A new junction will be conwhich was dragged for several to the ferry slip onto Route 1. in go back to work on the terms under terms set forth by the com- merce Fred Crockett had any in
will be used in the new substruc strutted a short distance north of
feet, Mrs. Marion W. Hunt. 79, ■ front of the 1959 Ford truck which offeied by the company on July 1, ; pany. Neither Federal nor State formation on the subject.
ture. The approaches will be re the present junction of the two
According to the report, an
and Mrs. Elsie Pendleton. 77. both was heading down the steep the day negotiations folded on a 1 mediators will step in while the
built for a short distance and the highways. Most of the project wtU
abundance
of
snow
will
be
nec

company
question
of
certification.
I
NLRB
has
business
pending,
he
from Bangor, were tnken to East grade, leading to the Beach.
easterly structure will be so con be on new location to eliminate
essary for their December shoot
ern Maine General Hospital in ■ Clayton Osgood, chief of the The NLRB cleared any question I added.
structed that traffic will have easy two bad curves on the existing
ing and should no snow be avail
Bangor. Both were described by Division of Inspection in the De
access to the parking lot on the road.
hospital spokesmen. Friday, as partment of Agriculture, who ar
1837 and is considered in bad con able in the Camden area the com
pany
will
move
inland
until
it
having spent a comfortable night rived at the scene several hours Several Articles
dition. Officials of the Inland Fish
and their condition is improved. later, said he believed that the
and Game Department of the finda enough.
INCREASE IN SIZE OF LOWER
On
Tap
For
Special
The •Beverly Hills. California
Mis. Hunt suffered fractures of truck was heading toward the
State, in a survey made last May.
Keith
Crockett
studios
of
20th
Century
Fox
Were
the right arm and leg and her Northern Chemical Company in
have recommended this area away
GRADES EXPECTED TO CAUSE
traveling companion sustained Searsport after conducting some Warren Meeting
from swift water which spawning given as authority for the report,
Keith Crockett of West Rock
but
to
date,
word
of
the
studio
’
s
fractures of the wrist and ribs.
alewives
business in Rockland.
upseek
A special town meeting has been
plans apparently had not reached port. school construction specialist FUTURE PROBLEM AT APPLETON
The truck, owned by the State
The truck, which was used to
stream.
called
for
7
p.
m.
Sept.
29,
at
for the State Department of Edu
to Camden.
of Maine Department of Agricul check the accuracy of heavy duty
Superintendent of Schools Lewis the sharp dip in the students to
ture, rammed into the car, veered scales. Osgood explained, had Glover Hall in Warren to handle
cation, will leave Sunday for New- Gray predicted. Thursdav, that an the large number of families who
over to the lett hand side, where just been placed in operation by I the installation of a fire alarm Maine Highway
York City where he will undertake expected boost in student enroll have moved out of Washington durSchool Directors
it struck a road sign, culvert and the State and had 5.000 miles system at (he Warren Grade
work
on a doctorate at Columbia ment in the Town of Appleton ing the past year.
high curb at the intersection of registered on the speedometer.
He noted, however, that the
i School, building a new fishway Record Improves
Pick
Mrs.
Knowlton
within the next few years will
University.
Routes 173 and 1.
school is in for a boost in student
Both vehicles were considered de. and transferring surplus funds to
He has been awarded the John cause a space problem in the enrollment in the near future duo
The twenty 1.000 pound and the molished by Massie. Damage was the snow and ice removal account. Over Eight Months
To Fill Board
schools.
However, neighboring
twelve 50 pound steel weights and also done to the fork lift which
J. Nesbitt, Inc., fellowship to Washington is not expected to have to the large number of children
The school committee has re
Maine’s highway traffic record
the folk lift on the zflat bed were landed several feet away from the quested the authorization for an
An interim appointment to the study school house construction any space problem in the near fu- who are coming of school age.
flung in the air as the truck rolled truck.
Gray felt that the school, be
over draft of $1,000 to handle the for the first eight months of 1959 Board of Directors of School Ad work. It is an all-expense one tuie because its school was built
over several times for a con
Transportation for the injured construction of two fire doors in is somewhat improved over the ministrative District Five was year fellowship given only to pro more recently with the anticipation cause it was built several- years
siderable distance before coming parties weie furnished by the Cam the corridor of the basement and black record of the same period a given to Mrs. Margaret Knowlton fessional people on the State level
ago with larger classes in mind,
of larger enrollment.
to rest on its top, 138 feet away den Fire Department and the on the main floor and the installa year ago. according to the month of Owls Head. Thursday night, at advising on school house construc
will be able to accommodate the
The superintendent made his
from the point of impact.
increased number of students with
Laite Funeral Home. Other troop tion of a fire alarm system in the ly report of the Bureau of Traffic a regular meeting of the board. tion.
prediction on the basis of the size
The truck and the weights ers present at the scene were Sgt. Warren Grade School. This was Records of the Maine State Po She will serve in the vacancy
Ciockett will seek a doctors de of the first grade in Appleton, this out difficulty.
ripped up the hot topped sidewalk Allan Weeks. Leslie LeBlanc and cited by the committee as re lice. Up to Sept. 1, 86 persons created by the death of Dr. Brad gree in school administration
year, which stands at 20, six more
and the lawn in front of the Edge- Arthur Farris.
quired by the State insurance had been killed on Maine roads ford Adams until someone is elect specializing in school plant plan than the average size of previous Islesboro Manager
water Guest House and adjoining
Massie said that he plans to issue commissioner.
compared to 115 in the same per ed at the regular March town meet ning and surveying in urban and glades. He added that the size
warrants and bring the case into
The second item on the warrant iod last year. There have been ing to fill the unexpired term. Un rural areas. After eight months of first grades is expected to grow
Is Hospitalized
Municipal Court in Belfast.
will deal with the problem of 4,216 injured compared to 4 537 a der new provisions of the Sinclair study, he will return to the State in succeeding years.
J Despite the fact that the acci using revenues received from the year ago.
Department
of
Education
for
six
Act, Mrs. Knowlton was named
The total enrollment in Appleton
Islesboro Town Manager Ellis A.
dent
happened
on unusually town's alewife fishery to build a
The August toll of 12 dead was from a nomination by Owls Head months then return to Columbia’s High School, which shares the Reeby is hospitalized at Waldo
heavily traveled Route One. Black new fishway in the location of the composed of 11 car occupants and town officers.
Teachers' College for another six same building in the Village with
apparently was the only eye wit village dam on the Georges River. one pedestrian.
A report was given at the meet months study.
one of the grade schools, decreased County General Hospital in Belfast
ness. Officers at the scene com
He has applied for a leave of from last year due to the smaller for treatment of a heart condition.
The last matter will call for the
The report counted 9.755 re ing on progress to obtain land for
mented on the coincidence that no transfer of $2,000 from the unap portable accidents, 79 of them a new high school. Work is being absence from the Department to number of tuition students from
He was taken ill on the island,
ear was progressing southward in propriated surplus to the snow fatal, for the eight months. In done on clearing titles and obtain pursue his studies.
Searsmont. Gray set the enroll Saturday, and is reported coming
front of the tourist home at the and ice removal fund.
August, there were 1.449 crashes. ing options on a 20 to 23 acre lot
ment at 41. as compared to the along satisfactorily.
time of impact. Only two weeks
It is believed that the spending
Rockland.
Superintendent largest number of sub-primary 50 students last year.
The State Police noted that in in
ago, one officer noted, the high of about $2,000 for a wooden struc September of 1958. 27 lives were Bruce Kinney, said Friday, a com students from Rockland in recent
In the two grade schools, the Advertise in The Courter-OasaMn
way would be filled with cars at ture, near the now closed down lost in 19 fatal accidents with plete report on the site is expect history has entered the school enrollment has remained station
the time of the crash.
Warren Mills, will help the town liquor.
system. Enrolled are 197 sub ary with 102.
reckless
driving and ed in two or three weeks.
THE OFFICE OF VBB
•
The intersection has been the renew its contract with the Home pedestrians in the road the most
An adjustment was made in the primary students from Rockland
Gray posted the total number
scene of a number of accidents in Port Fish Company of Rockport prominent factors.
KNOX
COUNTY Itm
Wood Bus contract to take care alone to give the entire district of students in the Prescott Memo
the past but most in the winter for the removal of alewife fish.
og extra mileage in taking South 234 entering school for the first rial School in Washington at 120
when slippery conditions on either
The
present fishway, located
Place all the cars in the world Thomaston students to Rockland time. This Rockland figure is for a sharp reduction of 26 from
wa Ba CM Sapt. 11
0
the Route One hill or the Route east of the center of the Georges end to end, and some wise guy High School.
larger than was expected from last season.
■i'b
173 hili created a hazard.
1U-M
River village dam was built in would try to pass them.
The superintendent reported the i the pre-school census.
The superintendent attributed
The picture at left shows the remains of a 1055 sedan which was
crushed by a flat bed truck with 20 tons of steel aboard, Thursday
afternoon, at the intersection of Routes 1 and 173 at Lincolnville
Beach. Although the hood of the ear was torn bark and the motor
and supports were flattened, the driver was not injured and his two
passengers suffered non-eritieal fractures.
The picture in the renter shows the narrow spare in the cab
of the truck whirh accommodated two members of the State Depart
ment of Agriculture, Gaylan Kennedy, inspector of weights, and
Harlon Robinson, deputy State Scaler. Kennedy was admitted to
Camden Community Hospital with head and facial injuries while

can the driver
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Fog* Two

Knox and Lincoln

Long Awaited Float Is Launched

Students Given

Maine Scholarships
Three University of Maine stu
dents from Knox and two from
Lincoln

County

are

among

165

Tuesday-Tbursday-Saturday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

CHOSEN FOR SPECIALIST SCHOOLS

Editor and Publisher, Sidney L. Cullen
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5362.

freshmen awarded scholarship aid

for the

1969-60

academic

EDITORIAL

year.

Robert

C. Warrick, director of
student aid, announced Thursday.
The average of all grants was
*211.80 and a total of $34,947 was
given.
The 165 were selected
from 440 applicants.
Knox County students awarded
scholarships are Virginia Ulmer of
Simonton’s Corner. Patricia Wade
of Rockland, and Wilbur A. Reed of

FIND STRENGTH FOR YOUR LIFE
Men must look to organized religion to supply basic
spiritual needs. There is the requirement of a strengthened
Faith and the hunger for fellowship which the regular wor
ship service is designed to meet. Men are wisely instruct
ed to consider both facets of their religious life—that is, their
individual devotions and the assembling together for wor
ship and inspiration.
Whether, at the appointed time for worship, an indi
vidual's primary need is for peace of mind or for dynamic
power to discharge the duties of life, one can count upon
the worship service consistently fulfilling his expectations
Hence the injunction "not to' neglect the assembling of
yourselves together."

Friendship.
Lincoln County students ai e Lin
da A. Minott of Newcastle and Rob
ert P. Rice of East Boothbav.
Funds came from
scholarship sources.

21

different

Fall Meeting of

CONFUSING SIGNS

Knox-Lincoln M

Schools Slated
The annua! fail meeting of the
Knox-Lincoln M School League will
he held, Monday night, at Waldo
boro High School starting at 7:30
The meeting will be presided over
by Vice President Frank Leary of
Thomaston High School in the
absence of President Robert
Clunl«, formerly of the Lincoln
Academy faculty.

cuit.

The new 30 by 20 City Float for the Public Land ng, named for City Welfare Director Joshua N
Southard who is a long time yachting enthusiast, was launched, Thursday morning, in the rove between
the Rackliff A Withani dock and Fisher Engineering Company. The float, built by the Thomaston Steel
Works of three pontoons, steel frame and a wooden top, was towed around to the Public Landing by a lob
ster boat, captained by Donald Merchant ol Rockland. In the picture. Southard has just dubbed the float
and the City Highway Department Michigan loader is pushing it into the water. Milton Grierson is operat.ng the loader. The bottle of sparkling water and ribbons for the affair were donated by several mer
chants in Rockland.
Photo by Shear

Women's Bowling

TIGERS

To Open In Two

OVER WINLESS MADISON IN

To be taken up are the election
of officers for the year, a drawing
up of the cross country schedule,
and discussion of other activities
that may be sponsored by the cir

SEEK FIRST VICTORY

Weeks At Rockland SEASON'S OPENING ROAD GAME

Baseball Wrap Up
Due At League

Meeting Monday

The Rockland women'i bowling
The Rockland High football sessions this week, and Coach Bob 1 The Knox - Lincoln Twilight
league season will open the week Tigers make their first foray into Morrill considers him a promising League will hold its final meeting
Of Sept. 28 it was decided at a enemy territory.
Saturday, as back. He previously had been of the year, Monday night, at the
meeting at the Community Build they journey to Madison to battle used at guard.
' Legion Hall in Thomaston start
ing, Thursday night. The exact with the Bulldogs of that school
Also slated for at least defen
date of the opening will be decid It will be a duel between two win- sive duty at fullback is Buster ing at 7.30 o'clock. Managers,
ed at another meeting to be held less teams as Rockland dropped Kennedy, who can run well but is j team directors, and league offi
Tuesday evening at the Commun its opener to Lisbon 12-0, last Sat somewhat handicapped by lack of
cials will wind up any unfinished
ity Building starting at 7.30.
urday, while Madison went down experience.
Bruce
Sullivan. : business of the year, just conIt is possible that a ninth team before Lawrence of Fair-field 6-0.
Sandy Ames and John Stratton ' eluded, and talk over prospects
may join the eight already in the
Last year Rockland defeated the are slated for duty in the line on and plans for another year.
circuit, which would create a
Bulldogs 19-8 but shortly after defense as well as Kenny Poulin
It is likely that another year
scheduling problem. This will be
that game Madison settled down The Tiger kicking will be done by will see the regular season ending
ironed out at the Tuesday meet
and won a number of late season Freshman Bernard Jackson who by the middle of August at the la
ing
starts. They are regarded by the looked good booting against Lis test. as for two straight years now
Mrs. Eleanor Sayward is the
Rockland coaching staff as a bon and has fine ability and poise. j the late closing date has muddled
league president; Mrs. Eva Gray
He also will see considerable de schedules. This year three games
formidable foe.
secretary; and Miss Pat Achorn
fensive duty.
A
probable
starting
Tiger
lineup
remain unplayed as the season
is the treasurer.
Also likely to see backfield ac ends.
finds Avard Walker and Bob Huntley at the ends. John Koster and tion are passer Ronnie Hill,
A mid-August, or earlier, clos
Two Pass Board
either Bob Bradley or Don Car Charles Bicknell and Gary Win ing date would give the teams
In the line, Billy ample time for make-up games
ter at tackle. Dave Morey and chenbaugh.
Of Review For
either Sandy Delano or Francis Oliver will possibly see defensive and the remainder of the season
Terrio at guard. Billy Barbour or duty. Billy Jackson, a promising might well be devoted to playing
Eagle Scout Rank
Bill Karl in the center post. In player, has quit the squad, while teams from other areas, which
the backfield it likely will be Bob Perry is an addition. He is should create added fan interest.
Two members of Explorer Post Bobby Walker at quarter. Larry working out at end.
206 passed the last hurdle on the Terrio ar.d Charlie Finley at the
The players’ bus is slated to
way to Eagle Scout rank, Thurs halves, and Louis Alex at full leave for Madison at 10 o’clock Municipal Court
day night, when they were ap back.
Saturday morning. The coaches
FRIDAY
proved by a District Board of Re
Francis Terrio may see serv and team hope that a large dele
Several complaints arising from
view’ at the home of Horatio C ice as a backfield man because he gation of fans will attend from
motor
vehicle
violations
were
Cowan. Sr. Robert Plummer, sor revealed good running talent in Rockland.
heard in Municipal Court. Fiiday
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Plum
morning,
by Judge
Christy C.
mer, and Charles Monteith. Jr
Adams.
son of Rev. and Mrs. Charles R REVOKABLE CARD SYSTEM SET
Richard D. Tilley, 17. of Cam
Monteith. were both approved, and
den. entered a plea of guilty to
their records and recommendation? FOR STUDENT USE IN WINTER
speeding 65 miles an hour in a 50
were forwarded to the Counci'
mile zone on Route 1 in Rockport,
office at Portland for transmittal tc SEASON AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
September 14. Sentence was con
the National Scout office for fina'
review and approval.
A new policy for operation of the bowling which would start on No tinued to Monday and he was rereleased in $50 personal recogniz
Plummer, who left Friday fo Rockland
Community
Building vember 1.
Bowdoin College, was a charter
The West loom will be used for ance. State Police stopped him,
which
provides
for
use
of
revokemember of Pack 206 in November
quiet activities, such as checkers, [September 14.
• • •
1050. and a charter member o'. lble membership cards was an card games, cribbage, TV. and
Post 206 in November, 1957. He nounced. Friday, by the building’s reading.
Reading tables, game 1 Pleas of guilty were entered by
also had been a member of Troop board of control and City Manager tables, and chairs will be installed Leonard W. Higgins of Rockland t«o
Each student in the near future and subscriptions charges of operating a vehicle
200. Monteith joined Pack 206 a? Charles Haynes.
soon as he was eight years old must obtain a membership card are being sought for magazines of without a driver’s dicense and with
| inadequate brakes on Route 1 in
In January. 1951. and has main for 25 cents for the whole season. teenage interest.
tained
continuous
membership In the event building rules are
Through the efforts of McLain Warren. September 17. He told the
since, serving for three years as broken, the privilege will be sus and Norm Watson, the building court that he had been away for
a Den Chief in Pack 206 while a pended or revoked. Custodian Wil has been cleaned and painted sometime and had forgotten to remember of Troop 206. He also was liam “Mickey" McLain has the thoroughly and is in excellent con i new his operator’s license which
a charter member of Post 206 building in top condition for the dition. All citizens are cordially in i had expired in July. Both charges
Both youths were among the Rock winter season which opens Monday. vited to inspect its facilities at an>* were continued to October 9 for
Proceeds of the salie of these time.
| sentence and he was released in a
land Explorers and Scouts who
i total of $75 personal recognizance.
went to the National Boy Scout membership cards will be used to
State Police lodged the coAplaint
Jamboree in Valley Forge in 1957 purchase items for the benefit of
♦ • •
Searsport Port
and both have camped several the students.
A director of th<- winter activi
A 19 year old Rockland youth.
summers at Camp Bomazeen, Bel
ties in the Community Building is Committee Picks
I Vincent L. Fullerton, pleaded guilgrade Lakes.
being sought by the City Manager
, ty to speeding 40 miles an hour in
The bowling a leys open. Mon New Officers
a 35 mile zone on Route 17 in
14 FT. TRAVEL TRAILER
day. and will be open to the public
I Rockport September 11. State
Sherwood
E.
Pickering,
plant
REDUCED TO $685.00
at all times until September 28.
Police said the high rate of speed
Complete I.ine of Detroiter*
when league bowling will take over manager of the Shell Oil Company caused an accident when the re
STANLEY POOLER CO.
between the hours of 7 and 9 in Searsport, wa? elected presi spondent's car left the road for
88 College Ave.
Tel. TR 2-6704
o’clock in the evening on week
Waterville, Maine
dent of the Searsport Poll Com a considerable distance and col
Should the demand war
lided with a tree. Sentence was
107-S-tf days.
rant it. a second league, to bowi mittee. this week, at the annua; continued to Monday and he was
after 9 o’clock, will be organized. meeting in Bangor. Other officers released in $50 personal recogniz
Aiso undei consideration is Sundav of the committee, which was or ance.
ganized in August of 1958. includA chaige of speeding 70 milt > an
• i: Colonel L. F. Greene of Bel hour in a 50 mile zone against
DETROITER
fast. vice president; and Clyde B Charles E. Schultz 21 of Silver
BID NOTICE
^HttBrourmmt
Holmes, Jr. of Belfast, secretary- Springs. Md.. was filed for a lark
WOUF*
The Selectman of Kockport
treasurer.
of prosecution.
The complaint,
will receive Sealed Bids through
The group voted to become as which was signed by Thomaston
September 30. 1959 on *he follow
sociated with the National Rivers Police Chief Alfred Teel, placed
ing Tax Acquired Property;
and Harbors Congress. During the the alleged offense on Route 1 in
Lot No. 17, .Map No. 3 of the
first year of organization, the Port Rockport September 18
Sewall Map* of Rockport, with

MTRorrnt
CUSTOM DELUXE URBAN
See m TODAYI and find oat
kow a wnall down payment
will lot you enjoy luxurlou,
•ving In a COMPLETE HOME,
• DETROITER Mobil, Homo.

Ser ■■ for tbt "Besl Dttl

m Tour.”

buildings. It being the property
known as the Nellie Ott place
on Russell Avenue.
For further information con
tact the Rockport Town Office.
All bids to be for cash sale.
The Selectmen reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.

Signed.

ARCHIE A. STEVENS.
Town Manager.
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/
It s strange that a country that is spending billions
mapping trips to the moon should not be able to provide
motorists with adequate signs to guide them through our
towns and cities.
Anyone who drives, soon discovers the signs that are
supposed to direct him frequently are confusing, hard to
find, can’t be seen at night, or are missing entirely. The
result is delay, frustration and. too often, needless additions
to the accident toll.
A simple guide to traffic signs that will do their job is
found in a manual on uniform devices that has been de
veloped. after lengthy tests, by the U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads with the help of the country’s top traffic experts.
It has been available, with periodic revisions, for more
than 20 years. Yet today only eight states claim to follow
the accepted national sign standards and the variations are
so numerous that “uniformity” in signs is a myth.
If all jurisdictions — state, county and local — can be
induced to make their signs conform to the national stand
ards, we will have traffic signs that are clear, correctly
placed, visible at night as well as in daylight, and that look
the same and mean the same, wherever they are.
All motorists and public officials should be anxious
to eliminate this confusion of the highways. The public
official who is not. might well be put in some obscure cor
ner and made to spend his time mapping routes to the
moon. Then he should be made to follow them.

REDLEGS TAKE KNOX-LINCOLN
CROWN WITH LEAGUE SHOWING
LITTLE CHANGE OVER LAST YEAR
By Bob Mayo

The Twilight League baseball
season of 1959 pretty much dupli
cated that of last year, which also
ran over later than intended due
to rain near the end of the season.
This year, the schedule was not
played out as was the case a year
ago and the Damariscotta Redlegs
becaifie pennant winners with a
one game lead over the St. George
team and three games to play.
St. George had a chance to tie
by winning their two games- —
with Thomaston and Waldoboro,
had Damariscotta lost its one re
maining game with Waldoboro.
However, the start of school and
college deprived the St. George
team of five key performers, and
Manager Roger Smith indicated
that he felt he no longer could field
a representative team.
In the race itself, the Damaris
cotta team was dominant from the
first week of play and at one point
in the race had a five and' a half
game lead over the field.
The
young St. George team jelled as
the summer progressed under the
fiery leadership of Roger Smith and
was coming fast at the end. An
unusual feature was the ability of
the downriver crew to win virtually
all of the games played at home.
Their record shows only one loss
and a tic out of 13 gam s played
in their home park. Had -hey even
vaguely approached that mark in
games away, they would have
romped to the flag
Thomaston was hard pressed all
year to stay even with the .500
m.aik and was never higher in the
standings then a brief tie for sec
ond place, after which they sank
to the third spot for good. Waldo
boro. defending champions, was
never a pennant factoi. chiefly due
to their inability to defeat Dam
ariscotta. which team defeated
them in eight of the nine games
played between the two
Waldo
boro failed all year to play their
tight defensive game of a year ago
and to get the hig hit when it was
needed as th* ir championship crew
had done. The loss of fast bailing
Lannie Oliver, who chose to play
with Damariscotta this year, was
also a key factor in theii failure to
repeat
Many of the outstanding play
ers of other years continued to
shine in this campaign such as
Floyd Johnson. Bobby Watts and
Robert Tweedi* of Thomaston;
Roger and Ricky Smith and Stan
Hanna of St. George; Fred Burn
ham. Roger Hodgkins and BobbyHowe of Waldoboro; Don Bowman.
Committee, instigated action that
Clayt Grover and Kenny Rice of
resulted in the appropriation of
The pursuit of happiness may
Damariscotta.
$5,000 for a survey of the channel be a man's inalienable right, but
In addition this year saw the
at Searsport to eliminate a high that is no sign he'll be able to
rise to prominence of Dave
spot.
catch up with it
Lowell. Don Holmstrom. SammyAndrews and Art Mosher of St.
Georg*-. Moshei in particular was
a shining star as he wielded a po
tent bat all year in leading the
Saints, and probably the whole
league, at th* pat,
Holmstrom
also improved his hitting greatly,
Of Rockland
while Lowell and Andrews gave
the downriver crew fine hurling
MEETING TUESDAY, SEPT. 22nd
Another pi eminent new comer
was rugged Dave Gaw. who be
came the league's leading horn*
Community Building
run hitter and also twirled el
ective!}- on several occasions. The
7.30 R.M.
Boothbay Harbor strung boy al47-tl
i13-114
ways a throat to the laague'a

MEN BOWLERS

fences and. along with first baseman Alton Hall, gave welcome
added strength to the champions
Hall swung a potent bat in the
early season going especially.
Picking an all-star team from
the wealth of talent on view this
summer in the league is a thank
less task but there could be little
quibbling with at least some of
the following picks: At first base.
Don Holmstrom would seem to get
the nod over Alton Hall as he hit
well over the season while Hal!
was a streak hitter. Holmstrom
w as also more than adequate with
the big glove; down the middle
it would have to be the keystone
combination of Don Bowman of
the Damariscotta team at short
and Rickv Smith at second base
Bowman, a threat to break up the
game every time he came to bat
also was a great fielder with a
rifle arm
Smith was off. this
year, in his hitting but fielded superbly.
At third base Clayt Grover of
Damariscotta gets the call, be
cause of his smoking bat and bet
ter than average fielding. As
utility man in the infield Roger
Smith, the able St. George leader,
gets the nod for his fine all-around
play.
Behind the plate, Fred Burn
ham would seem to be the choice.
He was off this year at bat but
was steadier behind the plate than
some other receivers and was al
ways a long ball threat.
In the outer pasture. Bob Latter
of the Redlcgs. who covers centerfield like a vacuum cleaner, would
be the pick there flanked by Floyd
Johnson and Kenny Rice. These
last two not only hit well but
could be used as pitchers also,
being among the best in the
league. Dave Gaw would make
the dream team as utility out
fielder because of his hitting, plus
his excellent hurling.
The pitching staff, in addition to
the three mentioned above, should
include Charlie Chapman of Wal
doboro. who hurled well all yeai
in a losing cause: Jimmy Belknap
who piloted the Redlegs to the
flag, would be the choice as man
ager.
In a financial way. the league
as a whole was about as well off

LEGAL NOTICE
Town of North Hoven
The Selectmen of North Haven
hereby give notice that Michael
Williams of North Haven has ap
plied to them for a fit»h trap li
cense in Bartlett’n Harbor de
scribed as follows: The trap to be
located 150 ft. southeast of Ixmg
None Point, so-called.
The fish
pound to be 320 ft. in circumfer
ence and a twine pocket to he 100
ft. square. They are to be back
to back northeast by southwest
with no side leads. The center
lead to extend 50 ft. northeast to
ward the beach property owned by
.Michael Williams.
The Selectmen further give no
tice that they will meet at the
h«*ach at Bartlett’s Harbor Sept.
22nd at 6.30 P. M., for the purpose
of a hearing on said trap. Notice
is gi%en in accordance with Chap
ter 98. Sec. 7. 1954 Revised

Statutes.

Joseph A. Terrio, Jr.

as a year ago. The Thomaston
Clippers at least* broke even, ac
cording to manager Mike Quinn
while Waldoboro, with a large
season ticket sale also missed the
red ink. Damariscotta may have
lost slightly due to inadequate
seating at their park, while tht

Chaimon MootmMi.
North IUtml Maine.
112-lt

St. George Torpedoes are said by
Manager Smith to have lost
money. Crowds generally were
scanty all year as bush league
baseball continues a losing battle
for existence.

The age of reason depends on
individuals—some never reach it.

CARR'S OF ROCKLAND
LARGEST DISCOUNT HOUSE IN MAINE ON PAINT,
WALLPAPER, KITCHEN UTENSILS
Received o Trailer
x
_
Track Load of
3
DUTCH BOY CARBONATED
WHITE LEAD PAINT
62% Lead. 24% Zinc and
Pare Linseed Oil

For a Limited TimeGal. $6.20 net
5 Gal. Can, $30.00 net

Extra coverage!
Extra protection!

BARN and ROOF PAINT

That’s why homeowners call

GLOSS RED
5 Gal. Can, $18.00 net

ALUMINUM
Qts. $1.65 Gal. $5.75

THE

CRYSTALOID
Reflnlshes New Wood or
Old Wood. Inside or Outside
for Fnrn'tnre, Porehes, Lino
leum and Floors. Hardens
Fast and Can Be Walked On
In a Short Time.

Qts. $1.50 - Gals. $5.00
100% LEAD PAINT,
TRIM COLORS,
NON-YELLOWING WHITE
Slightly Higher.

HOUSE PAINT

DUTCH BOY INSIDE PAINT
All Colors and Whites

Qts. $1.50 to $2.15
Gals. $4.85 to $6.95
EAGLO PAINT
29% Lead and Zine and
Pure Linseed Oil.
100% Satisfactory Results
from 3 Years Sales.

Qts. 96c to $1.65
Gals, $3.99 to $5.75
NEW FORMULA

KALSA-KOATER
Qts. $1.15 - Gals. 54.10
You Don't Have to Wash
Ceiling!
NEW FORMULA

MAGIC SATIN
For Walls and Woodwork.
Dries in 80 Mlnnes. Room
Can Be Used in a Short Time.

Qts. $1.45 - Gals. $4.95
ENAMEL UNDERCOATER
Qts. $1.15 - Gals. $3.98
ALKYD FLAT WHITE
Qts. $1.25 - Gals. $3.50
On All Above Paint Less
10% or One Unit Free
With 5. Figures a
Discount of 20%.
Assorted Colors If Desired,
Which .Makes Easier
Purchase of 5.
WE ALSO HAVE

OTHER MAKES OF PAINT
Rays on Can. Lead, Zine.
Titanium and Pure

srs*
a fifll roe, tIC Ml

» Ml Lose >15.00

SUPER KEM-TONE

**•■ ’*•$u’
So,,,e Stor*‘ Arp Charging

$6.00 „r S7 00 „ Gallon

MILL END Gal. $1.89, 4 Gal. Case $7.00
Full Line of RUTLAND FIRE CLAY PRODUCTS
RUTLAND NO TAR ROOF COATING

Which Is Considered the Best on the Market
Gal. $1.25, 5 Gal. Can $4.50
RUTLAND WASH OFF PAINT AND VARNISH REMOVER

In a Few Minutes You Can Wash It Off and Does Not
Raise the Grain.
RAY-O-VAC FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES
15c each - Dozen $1.65
LARGEST DISPLAY OF WALLPAPERS NORTHEAST OF
BOSTON - REDUCED 1/3 ON ARRIVAL
ADDITIONAL 10% on Wallpapers over 39c single roll.
PLASTIC COATED WALLPAPERS, Soap and Water Washable
AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
Some Bundles from 25c up. Some Single Rolls 19c up.
For Painters and Paper Hangers a Special Law Price
FULL LINE OF GRUMBACHER ART SUPPLIES

COME IN WHILE OUR SUPPLY IS COMPLETE
WE GUARANTEE TO SAVE U $ $ $
586 MAIN ST.

LEWIS HASKELL.

Carl G. Milliken

Two Knox County airmen have completed four weeks basic train
ing at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, and have* been assigned to
specialist schools.
Airman Joseph A. Terrio, Jr., a graduate or Rockland High School,
has been selected to attend the technical training course for supply spe
cialists at Amarillo, Texas. He is the son of Mr. anel Mrs. Joseph A.
Terrio, 21 Lisle Street.
Airman Carl G. Milliken, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Milliken, 69
Mountain Street, Camden, has been selected to attend the technical
school for Air Police at Lackland. He is a graduate of Camden High
School.

TEL. LY 4-4323

ROCKLAND. ME.

Save thia Adv for fnt are reference to compare local prices

PLENTY OP FBEE PARKING
113-lt
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Coast Guard Recruit Plenty of Awards

SENATOR MUSKIE HAS FIRST RIDE

For Young Model
Car Designers

*

*

*

*

An all-time high of $38,000 in uni
versity scholarships and another
$79,000 in cash and other awards
Frank McDonnell o f Rockport,
are the stakes in the 1960 Fisher
Coming Events
senior vice commander, Depart
Body Craftsman's Guild model car
ment
of
Maine,
World
War
I
Vet

i competition.
[Social and community event*
Enrollments for the competition
are solicited (or this calendar. AU erans, left Rockland, Wednesday
are being accepted now. it was an
are free and space here cannot be morning, to attend the national
purchased.
Strictly commercial convention of World War I Vet
nounced today by C. W. McClellan,
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can erans at Louisville. Ky. He is first
administrator of the Guild.
not be accepted. The decision of delegate from Maine at the affair
Young men residing in Alaska.
the editor is final.)
which runs from September 20 to
Hawaii. District of Columbia and
22.
Sept. 21—Annual meeting of Knox
the 48 states of the continental
County Chapter, American Red
United States are eligible. Boys
Cross, at Community Hall, AppleMts. Helena Helin is a suigical
born in the years 1939 through 1943
ton, with supper at 6:30 p. m.
patient at Knox Hospital.
She
may enroll in the senior division;
Sept. 22—The Rockland Garden would love to hear from friends
boys born in 1944 through 1948 are
Club will meet at Beaver Lodge. as she has a long stay there.
eligible to enroll in the junior divi
Sept. 22—The Zonta Club of the
sion. Enrollment cards may be
Rockland area will hold a reg
i obtained by writing to the Fisher
Misses Gladys and Mary Tolular business meeting and 6:30 man of Rockville are beginning to
■ Body Craftsman’s Guild, General
David Blake
p. m. picnic supper at the cot
Motors. Detroit 2, Mich.
tage of Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey, think that spring is just around the
David Blake. 19. son of Mr. and
Approximately 1.000 public and
corner despite the cool days we've
Owls Head.
Sept. 22—The Knox County Indus been having lately. After seeing Mrs. Douglas Blake, 59 Pleasant parochial schools thioughout the
trial and Development Asoeiation apple blossoms on the crab-apple Street, is undergoing basic train country will be visited this fall by
will meet at the Farnsworth Mu tree in back of their house, they ing in the Coast Guard at Cape field representatives of the Crafts
seum at 7:30 p. m.
now have found five branches of May. N. J. He will complete his man's Guild to explain the model
Sept. 22—Girl Scout Leaders’ Asso wild pear fully blossomed on boot training. December 2. and car building program.
ciation will meet at the Congre Porter Street in Rockville.
will be assigned to an advanced
A booklet on model car design
gational Church at 7:30.
school.
! and construction is given to each
Sept. 23—The RTAC Association
Blake was a vocational course boy enrolling in the competition
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will
will hold a Field Day at the
graduate of Rockland High School Prepared by professional design
Grange Hall in Glen Cove on have a second nomination of offi
cers at its regular meeting, Mon in 1959. He participated in intra ers and engineers, it is the only in
Wednesday.
structional booklet of its kind for
Sept. 23—First day of Autumn.
day evening. An application for mural basketball and chorus.
young men wishing to learn about
Sept. 24—Fourth annual Ladies’ membership has been received and
Night of the Knox County Fish plans will be instituted for a Hallo
The Firemen’s Auxiliary held car design.
and Game Association at 6:30 ween party. The lodge reports an their first meeting of the season
Since 1930. the Fisher Body comp. m. at Beaver Lodge in East
at the Are station on Wednesday. petition has awarded 217 univer
increase
of
enthusiasm
and
looks
Union.
I Plans were made for the annual sity scholarships valued at $606,500
Sept. 24—The Opportunity Class of forward to a prosperous season.
; banquet to be held at the House to national winners. Approximately
the First Baptist Church will hold
City Manager Charles Haynes of Hong in Rockport on Wed $1,025,000 in cash and other awards
a picnic supper at the cottage of
Miss Alice McIntosh at Holiday said Friday that seven applicants nesday, Oct. 14. More doll clothes have been made to boys winning
The
Beach.
for the position of patrolman in were turned in for the money mak state and regional honors.
Sept. 30—A Sea and Shore Fair the City Police Department took ing project which will be held on Fisher Body competition has be
will be held in the vestry of the the written examination, Tuesday Friday, Nov. 13. Refreshments come well-known as one of indus
Rockland Universalist Church.
most
successful
talent
were served by Mrs. Lillian try's
Sept. 20 to Oct. 25—Annual Salon evening, and will appear before Widdecombe,
Many former winners
Miss
Barbara sources.
Exhibit of Knox County Camera the Personnel Board sometime
during the early part of next week Widdecombe and Mrs. George have gained success in their adult
Club at Farnsworth Museum.
roles through habits they developed
Oct. 1—The Opportunity Class of the for an interview. Haynes also ex Russell.
as Guild competitors.
First Baptist Church will meet at pects that the board will process
Awards for the best models en
the church.
'
Allen
Niles,
son
of
Mrs.
Annie
the four applicants for the posi
Oct. 2—Albert H. Newbert Asso- tion of assistant librarian in the Niles. 2 Brooklyn Heights. Thom tered in the Guild competition in
ciation will meet at the Masonic library at the same time.
aston, has returned to the Uni clude university scholarships for the
Temple.
versity of Maine to start his jun national winners of the Junior and
Oct. 6— Veterans of World War I
ior year of study in electrical en Senior Divisions of the competi
BORN
Auxiliary will hold a fair at the
tion. In each ago group the awards
Cummings
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
gineering.
Grand Army Hall.
will be: First, $5,000 scholarship;
Sept.
16.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Oct. 8—Annual Fair sponsored by
second. $4,000; third. $3,000; fourth
Knox County General Hospital Cummings (Kathy Simmons of
Ronald Austin. 17, of Warren was
$2,000.
In addition, ten $1,000
Auxiliary at the Community South Thomaston!, a daughter.
treated
in
Knox
Hospital
Friday
Thurston — At Knox Hospital,
scholarships are awarded to boys
Building.
for
lacerations
on
the
left
thumb,
Sept. 16. to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
showing
exceptional
designing
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
suffered while splitting wood with ability.
Oct. 13—Rockland Extension Asso Thurston of Glen Cove, a daugh an axe at home.
ciation will hold a meeting at the ter.
There are 16 awards in each of
Wilson—At Boston. Sept. 5, to
American Legion Hall.
the
50 states and the District of
The 40-foot Coast Guard boat out
Oct. 16—Educational Club will meet Mr. and Mrs. William Wilson.
(Ruth Wotton) formerly of Rock of the Rockland Moorings towed in ! Columbia, eight in each age group
at Viola Spear's, Rockport.
as follows: First. $150 cash; sec
Oct 21-22—WCTU State Convention land. a daughter—Whitney A.
the 37-foot lobster boat. Maria A . ond. $100; third, $50; and five hon
held
at
Emmanuel Baptist
into Rockland harbor Friday, after orable mention awards of $25 cash.
MARRIED
Church. Portland.
Genthner-Dufour — At Windsoi. it had developed engine trouble For judging purposes, the 50 states
Oct. 31—Halloween.
three miles north of Matinicus and District of Columbia are
Nov. 6—Inpection of Naomi Chap Sept. 19. Warren N. Genthncr of
ter. OES. Tenants Harbor, 8 Waldoboro and Marion E. Dufour Island. The boat, which is owned grouped into 20 regions, each ot
of Windsor, by Rev. Philip Palmer by Gilbert Barker of Rockland, was which will send a Junior and Sen
p m , Masonic Hall.
Adoiphson-Brotvn—At St. Peters met by the Coast Guard craft at 4 ior Division winner expense-free to
Nov. 11—Veterans’ Day.
burg. Fla., Sept. 15. Richard p. m. Friday. It was believed that
Nov. 26—Thank-giving Day
Lewis Adolphson of Pass-a-Grill'e the cause of the trouble is a broken the national Guild convention in
Detroit next July.
Beach. Fla., and Mary Ellen
These offers good for new. re Brown of St. Petersburg. Fla., by piston
I Sons of General1 Motors- emnewal or gifts: American Home, 25 Rev. W. F. Robey.
! ployees (including dealers and
months - |3.25, 30 months - >3.75;
People are born honest—only their employees) are eligible to
Gatcombe-Weatherbee — At Lin
Ladies' Home Journal. 22 months - coln. Aug. 29. John Lyman Gat- constant practice keeps them that enter the competition. Duplicate
$3.85 30 months - >5.25; Saturday combe of Owls Head and Gene way.
| awards are made if the son of a
Evening Post. 60 weeks - $4.79. vieve Libby Weatherbee of Lin
! General Motors employee wins,
CARD OF THANKS
117 weeks - $10.17. Mail check or coln. by Rev. Frederick Robie. Jr.
j The 1959-60 competition will end
I wish to thank all those who June 10. 1966.
Dial LYric 4-4564, Fred E. Harden,!
DIED
were so kind to me while I was a
"The Magazine Man", Rockland,
Korhonen—At Thomaston. Sept.
Maine.
107-S-113 17. J. Nikolai Korhonen. age 72 patient at Knox Hospital. Special SPRUCE HEAD
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. James B.
years. Funeral services Sunday at York. Di
Morse and all the
Mis. Ella Watts has returned to
1
2:30 p. m. from the Russell Fun nurses
i her home at South Thomaston after
eral Home in Rockland. Interment!
Cush B. Pomroy. ! spending the summer with Mr. and
will be in the Village Cemetery.
113-lt I Mis. Ralph Colby and family.
Thomaston.
Mrs. Kenneth Drinkwater and
CARD OF THANKS
“Bud" Sprowl is now manager of
We wish to express our heartfelt I children and Miss Carolyn Tyler of
Bitler’s Flying “A", Park Street.! thanks and deep appreciation for South Thomaston were in Augusta.
next to Sampson's Market.
He . the unselfish effort and kindness of Tuesday, on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Fled Batty. Sr
welcomes his old and new cus-; all during our recent misfortune.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ludwig spent last weekend at Little Sebago
tomers.
Stop
in
today.
101-tf
j
GREASING THE BUGGY
and family, Washington.
ll.S-lt i Lake as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Neilson.
Mrs. Marjorie Mayo is now the
Remember when greasing
IN MEMOB1AM
the buggy was a regular social reporter for The CourierMrs. Hilda Ames of Matinicus
In
sad
and
loving
memory
ot
job like lubricating the Gazette.
She will observe office Clarence Ellis Gray, who passed • was a guest, last Saturday, of Mr.
car? Pressure lubrication hours at the newspaper plant daily
I and Mrs. Dorian Ames.
was unknown. The wheel from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. The news away. September 18. 1958
I Dr. and Mrs. Peter Posnett and
The call was sudden,
was taken off and grease
- children. Jane. Suzanne and John,
God- willed it so.
dipped from the can with paper telephone is LYric 4-4401.
Death has only separated us,
of Little Ashurst, and Sutton Vala stick was spread on the After office hours and on Saturdays
In our hearts he liveth still.
| ence of Kent England, were re
axle. A squeaky wheel, and Sundays, she will receive calls
His Wife. Sons. Daughter and cent guests of Winifred and Jessie
not mileage, determined at her home, the telephone of which
113*lt Crawford.
when to grease the baggy. is LYric 4-7250.
The Courier Grandchildren.
Remember?
Gazette will welcome all social
Mr. and Mrs. George Martin of
news from the public generally and
Summit, N. J. spent the Labor
weekend with the Misses
appreciate calls. '
tf
DAVIS
PAYSON'S FARM Day
Crawford at their home, Lia Hori
zons.
FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND
That Generations
McIntosh Apples
Winifred and Jessie Crawford at
and
tended. Sunday, the celebration ol
THOMASTON
to Come may
the 90th anniversary of the oiganiUtility and Orchard Run
113 It
zation of the Maine Sunday School
Remember
Association, now the Maine Council
$1.00 bushel
of Churches. The afternoon was
spent at the First Congregational
HOPE CORNER
Church in Auburn where the oldest
BUNDAYS and EVENINGS
Sunday Schools of Maine and
Bring Own Containers
teachers of many years service
113-S-119 were honored
The evening ses
sion was held at the United Bap
tist Church ol Lewiston where an
CUSTOM
historical program was presented

14”

RETREADING
Also IS" and 16"

IN MKMOKIAM
In loving memory of Robert
Arnold Laine who passed away
Fully Guaranteed
September 26. 1934.
BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
Lovingly remembered by his
47-tf father, mother and sisters. 113-lt
8 HOUR SERVICE

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

AMBULANCE SERVICE

FOR 76 YEARS

TEL. LY 4-4218
ill LIM EROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
lSM-tf

I

meat. roar choice ia not
ooly for your lifetime, but
generation! io come. We can
help you find luting satisfaction
dtrough our wide lekctioa of Rock
of Ages family monumenu. Each is
hacked by a ugned guarantee to

PHONE THOMASTON, FLeetwood 4-6531
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

hr

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
1-S-tf

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. CEdor 6-2201

Rnox-Lincoln-Wnldo Counties

S-tf

TeL LY 4*7233

ROSS
MOTORS,
INC.,
Rockland

rhoto by Claes
Reaming with pride is Senator Edmund Muskie as he joined Capt.
S. S. “Hank” Hinkley in the pilot house, Wednesday. when the Senator
took his first ride on the new Islesboro ferry named in his honor. The
Senator and his family made only a short visit to the island but did
stop to see Mrs. Prue’s unusual dogs and enjoyed a snack at Littlefield’s
snack bar. As a result of the visit, little Deborah Dianne Pendleton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Pendleton, and granddaughter of
Mrs. Littlefield, has a rare autograph. Senator Muskie took time to
sign the little girl’s souvenir log book of the first voyage. Miss Deborah
was the youngest passenger on the maiden voyage of the Gov. Muskie. .
The picture is a story in Itself. Frank Claes, Camden professional !
photographer, had planned to go to Dark Harbor on Monday on busi
ness but delayed the trip because of bad weather. While riding over
on Wednesday, a crewman spotted Claes* camera and asked If he
planned to take the Senator’s picture. “Senator who?” came back Claes.
“Why, Senator Muskie of course, he’s up in the pilothouse with Capt.
Hinkley,” retorted the crewman. And so the picture of vacationing
Senator Muskie on his first trip on the Gov. Muskie.

HARVEST TIME CHOSEN THEME

OF HOSPITAL AUXILIARY FAIR
Harvest-time has been chosen
as the theme of the sixth annual
hospital fair sponsored by the
Knox County Hospital Auxiliary
to be held at the Community
.
Building. Oct. 8.
Final preparations for the fair
were made, Wednesday afternoon,
when committee chairmen met
with Mrs. Gilmore Soule, general
chaiiman, at the Rankin Street
home of Mrs. Lawrence Miller.
Mrs. John Passon was named
chairman of the decorating com
mittee. and Mrs. Ernest Keywood
chaiiman of the prize booth to be
set up in the Central Maine
Power Company lobby from Sept.
30 through Oct. 7.
Quick efficient service and
plenty of food will be assured
noon-time fair-goers, according to
Mrs. Robert Hudson and Mrs.
Wesley Wasgatt, co-chairman of
the restaurant.
A sliced ham
luncheon will be served from 11
a m. to 1 p. m. under the direc
tion of Mrs. Howard Apollonio
and Mrs. Roland Ware, and sand
wiches. hot dogs, beverages, ice
cream and pie will be available
at the snack bar throughout the
day.
As a result of the popularity of
-st year’s lobster salad supper,
the number of reservations avail
able this year will be doubled to
300. As an added treat. Mrs. Carl
Reed and Mrs. Hetbert Montgomrey, co-chairmen of the 5 to 7
p. m. affair, have promised to
serve their own famous apple pies
Supper reservations may be made

with Mrs. Russell Abbott or Mrs.
A. J. Schrenk.
Also named to restaurant com
mittees were: Mrs. Gerald Black.
Mrs. Rupert Stratton, Mrs. Lester
Adams. Mrs. Ralph Post, Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., and Mrs.
Richard Leavitt.

Wentworth Family

Limerock Council

Reunion Has 73
People Attending

Opens Series of

The 72nd annual Wentworth
Family Reunion was held Sunday.
Sept. 6. at Palermo, with about
73 members present. A picnic
lunch was served at noon, follow
ing which a business meeting was
opened by a prayer from Rev.
Robert Carle, and the following
officers were elected for the com
ing year: President. Burleigh
Esancv; first vice president. Rob
ert Carle; second vice president.
Leslie
Wentworth;
secretarytreasurer, Marjorie Hall: chap
lain Rev. Robert Carle; chairman
of entertainment, Clara Went
worth.
The oldest member present was
Mary Tiffany of Camden and the
youngest member was Teresa
Tarr of Aina. Several piano se
lections. poems and readings were
given by some of the members.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Bartlett. Mr. and Mrs. My
ron Shorey. Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Kearns and sons. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Grover. Nancy Torpacka,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alley. Mrs.
Arlene Anderson. Leon and Sally
Wentworth.
Gertrude
Esancy.
Burleigh Esancy, Roy Carle, Rev.
Robert Carle. Freedom Hall.
Bertha Bartlett. Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Hall, Mary Luce. Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Luce and Floyd. Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Luce and child
ren, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Luce
and children.
Also, Mrs. Golda Hall. Marion
Jones, Ava Seekins. Pamela and
Louine Seekins, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Wentworth. Joseph. Les
lie and Schuyler Wentworth. Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Luce, Jr., and
children. Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Ly
man, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Piper. David and Kenneth Piper,
Marjorie Hall. Harold Walker.
Edith Heal. Mr. and Mrs. Selden
Hill, Mrs. Marj’ Heal Tiffany.
Hattie Carle, Robert A. Carle.
Juanita Carle. Mr. and Mrs. Les
ter Wentworth. Mr. and Mrs Ray
mond Joslyn and sons. Myrtle and
Teresa Tarr. Mr. and Mrs. Merle
Tarr, Leslie Wentworth. Wesley
Sumner. Charles Hall. Jr.. Caro
lyn Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Dickey and family, Jeanette Rus-

Anthony DINapoll addressed the
brothers of Limerock Counoil.
Knights of Columbus on the sulk*
way system of New York City M
Wednesday evening nt n regular
meeting. DiNapoli was the first
in a series of informative speak
ers within the Council as part of
Lecturer Domenic Cuceinello's en
tertainment programs.
Limerock Council will hold a
public supper on Saturday eve
ning. Sept. 26. at the K. of C.
Home in Rockland between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m. The sup
per will consist of spaghetti and
meat balls and will be prepared
under the supervision of Jasper
F. Lombardo.
John McAullife, general chair
man of the Council's six-point
program, outlined plans for all
Council projects and activities
during the first six months of the
year. These activities will In
clude a variety of fraternal, so
cial. youth and religious activities.
Council Chaplain Rev. Leopold
Nicknair addressed the group on
the organization and purpose of
the parish Confraternity of Chriation Doctrine which will soon
start its winter season.
Thia
year, the Confraternity’s discus
sion groups will take up the sub
ject of the Christian Marriage.
Most of Limerock Council's mem
bers and their wives will partici
pate in the program.
Louis Yadeno, chairman of the
supper committee, announced the
supper plans for the council for
the year. This will Include •
variety of supper meetings, so
cials, refreshments, testimonials
and other programs. Leo Dostis
was appointed secretary-tressursf
of the supper committee.
Fern Roy was appointed chair
man of the Bowling Team which
will participate in the Rockland
City Bowling League.
Other
members of the team will include
Bruce Gamage, Jasper Lombardo,
Mario Grispi, Veto Leo, John lfo>
Auliffe and Roger Collette.

It's next to impossible for a
man to believe anyone can be on
the square after he has lost faith
in himself.

WORKING DAZE
rrz

^/PP/W £-RLCn\ l\r.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

c

FIVE Room Heated Unfurn. Apt.
to let. TEL. LYric 4-5518.
■________ 113-tf
MAN wanted. Apply in person at
MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
113-115
12 GUAGE Double Barrell Shotgon for sale, like new, $46. TEL.
STate 5-2574.
113*116
NOTICE
September 18. 1959
I will not be responsible for any
bills after this date except those
contracted myself.
FRANK NEWHALL.

Speaking Programs

sell, LaVerne Moody, Harriet
Wooster, Mr. and Mrs. End
Choate. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hilton,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Fuller
and son. Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
Fuller, Jane Proffit. Mrs. Muriel
Hall, Marie Hall, Luther Hilton,
Bertha Wentworth, Dennis and
Wendell Wentworth, Mr. end lira.
Lester Russell and Joe and Jans
Russell.

LOBSTERS
Alive or Boiled
KEAG RIVER BRIDGE
Every Sunday 9 te 5
RESERVATIONS:
CALL LYric 4-7401

113*lt

South Thomaston Lions Club

“Relax-it’s a company car!”

64-85-S-tf

NAtiONAi SAFerr councu

MILLER'S

GARAGE

■►

GENERAL ELECTRIC

The Best Place To
Buy a
GOOD USED CAR

IVftdkct - fl’tyefc

25-31 Rankin Street
137-S-tf

Sparkling New

Washers at the

ROCKLAND

|

i

LAUNDROMAT
TILLSON AVENUE
AT GLOVER'S MILL

First Choice
1958
1957
1957
1957
1956
1956
1955
1955
1955
1955
1954
1954
1954
1954
1953
1953
1953
1953
1952
1951
1951
1951

WASHER

usecdArs

ENGLISH FORD 4-Door
PLYMOUTH Station Wagon
DODGE 4-Door Sedan
DODGE Town Wagon
DESOTO 4-Door Sedan
PLYMOUTH 2-Door Sedan
DODGE 2-Door Lancer
CHEVROLET 2-Door Bel-Air
PLYMOUTH 2-Door Sedan
PONTIAC 4-Door Sedan
CHEVROLET 4-Door Sedan
DODGE 4-Door Sedan
MERCURY 4-Door Sedan
JEEP 4 Wheel Drive Wagon
CHEVROLET 2-Door Sedan
FORD Victoria
PLYMOUTH 4-Door Sedan
FORD 2-Door Sedan
CHEVROLET 2-Door Sedan
CHEVROLET 2-Door Sedan
DODGE 2-Door Sedan
FORD 2-Door Sedan

• 10 POUNDS DRY CLOTHES
• AUTOMATIC CYCLE SELECTION
• PORCELAIN WASH BASKET AND TUB

$199-95 up
DRYER
• MAGNETIC TOUCH
• REMOVABLE LINT TRAP I
EASY TO REACH.
■>

DOOR

$149-95 up

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC.

P. 0. Box 87

Tel. LYric 4-4481

New County Rood on Route 1, Rockland, Maine

442-444 MAIN STREET
113-lt

Aoooeeeoooeooooeoooei

PHONE LYric 4-5733
Mfi-UI
ooooeeeiiined

. ....—Mf
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Late Summer Dessert

Jamaican Woman
To Study Maine

REVISED EGG LAW TO BE TOPIC

Maine's Winter

OF POULTRY IMPROVEMENT GROUP

Pastures Winners
Are Honored

Extension Program MEETING AT WEYMOUTH GRANGE

Poultry Improvement Associa
Effective last Saturday, Sept. 12,
A Jamaican woman interested in
Three outstanding Maine dairy
studying agricultural information, tion members and interested poul no more “ungraded” eggs may be men attended the New England
sold in Maine.
This ruling went
home economics, 4-H club, and con trymen will meet at the Weymouth
Green Pastures recognition dinner
into effect under a new amend
sumer marketing work arrived in Grange Hall in Thomaston at 8 ment to the Maine Grading Law in Springfield, Mass., Friday.
Invited to the Green Pastures
Maine. Thursday.
p. m. Wednesday, Sept. 23, in the passed by the 99th Legislature.
pounds of feed, for many are right
By Henry Tencne
Mrs. Josephine Constantia Pin- top meeting of the week for area The intent is to prohibit the sale dinner fropn Maine are Mr. and
. There are numerous ways in on the ball when it comes to feed
of low quality eggs as, "ungraded". Mrs. Roland Hemond, Mechanic
nock of Kingston, Jamaica, British poultrymen.
saving. But it is not hard to
President Malcolm Tilton, in If eggs do not conform to the top Falls; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rush,
Which a poultry farmer can in
West Indies, will spend about two
figure out what is going to happen
announcing the meeting, noted four grades of Maine AA, A. B, or Benedicts; Mr. and Mrs. Philip
crease his income. We have been to the farmer who is using six oi
and one-half weeks in Maine. Her that this first fall session will be C, they must now be sold as Andrews, Fryeburg. They were
made very much aware that the more pounds of feed per hundred
Maine program has been de- held on Wednesday evening rather "checks”, "cracks”, or "dirties". the 1959 Maine Green Pastures-lnprice of eggs is important. Over more than normal.
If most of
1 veloped by Director George E. than the usual evening so that Ex Containers must still be marked Winter program winners.
this the farmer has little control. them have not already moved to
I Lord and Administrative Assistant tension Poultry and Egg Market as to grade and size. Producers
Also attending from Maine are
Keeping a flock free from disease other fields, they will be soon
Stacy R. Miller of the Extension ing Specialist Frank Reed can at selling eggs of their own direct Director George E. Lord and
and parasites certainly has a Sloppy
feeding
methods
art
I Service, University of Maine. tend to discuss the Revised Maine to consumers, cafe, hotel, or in Farm
Management
Specialist
bearing on both production and definitely out of the poultry pic
Lord is contact officer for foreign Egg Law.
stitutional users are exempt from Lewis E. Clark, both of the Ex
livability and here the farmer has ture for any who want to stay in
agricultural and home economics , All poultrymen and others in the provisions of the new law, ex tension Service, University of
at least partial control. But when the business for a while longei.
I visitors to the Pine Tree State.
terested are invited to attend the cept when eggs are marked as to Maine. Clark served as Maine's
It comes to feed waste, the blame
A simple, accurate daily feed
Mrs. Pinnock spent Friday at Wednesday night meeting.
grade, quality, or size.
member of the 1959 New England
can be pinned right on the farmer check, plus a daily production
the state offices of the Extension
judging team.
Other friends of
You'll see twinkling eyes when you serve plump, juicy apricots
check have other benefits too. A
himself.
Service at Orono.
She goes to
peeping through a lovely lattice crust topping. That extra twist
Cheryl Hawes as vice president; the Green Pastures-in-Winter pro
It is safe to say that feed waste falling off of feed intake, produr
in the lattice braid gives it your personal touch. So professional,
; Portland, on Sunday, where she Governor To Honor Carol Hardie, secretary; Joa gram in Maine and throughout
Is costing poultry farmers a pile tion, or both is a definite warning
but so easy—pour your favorite pie crust mix into a bowl, add
will work with Mrs. Lucy F.
Haw’es, treasurer; Mary Hardie, New England were invited.
water as directed on the package, mix and roll. This easy-to-handle
of money, and a big pile at that. that you have troubles that you
. Sheive, Extension Service con- Artist At Eastern
The top three winners from each
song leader; and Jean Cramer,
crust
will
"twist"
just
the
right
way
to
make
the
attractive
lattice
In spite of all the efforts that have might not spot by looking at the
| sumer marketing agent, all week.
of the six New England states—18
flag bearer.
topping that highlights this popular fruit dessert
been made over the years by Ex flock itself. Lowered feed intake
Back at the University of Maine States Exposition
The second meeting of the new men in all—attended the annual
tension Service men, feed com might mean insufficient water for
APRICOT PIE
the following week, she will spend
year
will be held on September 30 banquet. The affair was held at
pany service men and others who one reason or another. A prompt
Makes one 9-inrh pie
A Maine artist will be honored at the home of the leader, Mrs. the Sheraton-Kimball Hotel in
three days studying agricultural
have studied this problem, many check on your water system might
Pie Crust:
! and home economics publications by the State which he helped to Mary Helen Hardie.
Springfield, Mass.
a farmer goes right on wasting save a flock molt.
The start of
One pkg. Flako Pie
4 tablespoons cold water
j work and communications in gen- make famous at special cere
Following the dinner, Hemond
a disease or an infestation of
feed.
Crust Mix
i eral. She’ll be working with Rod- monies in the State of Maine Build WALDOBORO
and the other first-place winners
How can feed be wasted so parasites might lessen both feed
William Calderwod is president from each state outlined some of
i erick L. Reynolds, head, DepartFilling:
ing at Eastern States Exposition.
easily? We start with the feeder, intake
and production.
Your
i rnent of Agricultural Communica'
of the Pine Cone 4-H Club for the the practices which carried them
4 cups quartered fresh apricots
3,'i cup sugar
Saturday.
itself. It has been amply proved daily check would put you on the
1 tablespoon soft butter
tions, and Extension editor.
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Governor Clinton A. Clauson will new* year. David Benner is vice to the top in their forage pro
that some types of feeders waste job early enough so that you could
1 j teaspoon nutmeg
The Jamaican will also spend j present a bronze plaque to Klir president; Harold Benner, secre grams. The chairman of the 1959
a lot and other kinds waste little. take the necessary steps to pre
September 22 and 23 attending aj Beck of Mt. Vernon, who has an tary; Bruce Sewell, treasurer; Wil New England judging team gave
Heat oven to hot (425°F.). For the filling, mix sugar, cornstarch
Too much feed in any feeder will vent serious damage to your flock
and nutmeg together. Add apricot pieces to cornstarch-sugar mix
clothing training conference at j nounced his forthcoming retire liam Meservey, flag bearer; James
his impressions of the 18 top win
cause waste. Sloppy feeding hab
ture, lightly tossing with a fork to coat the apricots completely.
Remember, feed and production
Orono with home demonstration! ment from state service.
Christ, club reporter; Raymond
ners’ forage programs.
its such as over filling of hods checking can only be valuable if
For the crust, empty contents of package into bowl. Sprinkle cold
agents and women 4-H club agents.
Beck, who has won awards at Meservey, cheerleader.
Harry R. Mitiguy, general chair
and pails, failure to direct the you use them as tools. If you just
water over mix, stirring lightly with fork until just dampened. (If
She will leave Maine about Septem international art exhibits has for
Mrs. Ella Benner, leader, taught man of the New England Green
necessary to make dough hold together, add another tablespoon
feed into the feeders carefully and set the figure down and do not
ber
29
for
New
York
City.
There
the
boys
to
read
a
meter
at
this
cold water ) Form into ball. Divide dough in half. Roll one half
25 years produced the Maine ex
Pastures Committee, has arranged
again failure to level off the feed study them and compare them
she will study the consumer mar hibits at this exposition and at meeting.
on lightlv floured board or canvas until it is l'/j inches larger than
the dinner.
Mitiguy is with the
in the feeders can waste several with previous days, you can be
keting
programs
of
Extension
Serv

inverted 9-inch pie plate. Fit pastry loosely into pie plate. Trim,
sportsmen’s shows in many states.
The next meeting will be on Oc Federal Reserve Bank in Boston.
pounds daily. The older type au wasting your time.
ice food marketing specialists.
allowing V> inch beyond rim. Fold under to form edge. Fill with
This year’s will be his last crea tober 10 at 7 p. m. at Mrs. Ben
tomatic
feeders with
shallow
apricot filling. Dot with butter.
Other visits have been made or tion for exhibit for thie state.
ner’s home.
troughs are exteremely expensive
Roll Other half of dough l'/j inches larger than pie plate. Cut
will be made with the International
Clothing Specialist
Currently he is working on ex
Maine 4-H Club
to operate.
into strips */2 inch in width. Interlace 2 strips to form "braid.” To
Co-operation Administration, Wash hibits and arrangements for the ROCKLAND
make lattice top, lav half of the braids across filling. Weave other
One of the most inexcusable
ington International Center (di State Museum at Augusta.
Re Jane Roes is the president of To Address
braids over and under these. Press into edge; trim off ends; flute.
ways of losing feed results from Members Leave
rected by Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, tirement will take place when this the Silver Thimble 4-H Club in
Bake in preheated oven (425‘F.) 35 to 40 minutes or until apriusing feeders that are out of re
former president of the University; work is completed. Following is Rockland w’hich has re-organized Home Economists
ents arc tender.
pair. This is esepecially true of For Springfield
of Maine), and the United States; text of Governor Clauson’s re after a year’s rest. Patricia Mc
wooden feeders.
A few nails
Department of Agriculture, all in marks :
Cluskey is the vice president;
Miss Alice Linn of Washington,
Maine 4-H c’.ub delegates, to the
proprely placed or a cleat or piece
Washington. D. C., the University! “The bestowal of well-merited Sharon Marston, secretary and re D. C., clothing specialist for the
Eastern States Exposition in West Palatable Exhibits
of sheet metal over a knot hole
of Vermont. Washington State Uni-! honor upon so distinguished a citi porter; Madeline Kennedy, treas Federal Extension Service, will
Springfield. Mass., including four
will put such a feeder back in
versity, Kansas State College, the zen of Maine as Klir Beck should urer; flag bearer, Charlene Peter speak to area home economists
from Knox County, left. Friday by From Maine Set At
working condition.
Communications Workshop at Ca- be a privilege and a joy.
son; cheerleader, Leona Kennedy. Monday, Sept. 21, at the Univer
chartered
bus.
They
return
to
Here are a few other ways to
capon Springs, West Virginia, and
The next meeting will be with sity of Maine.
Maine on Wednesday. September Eastern States
“But there is no gladness in my
save feed as stated in an issue of
again in Washington, D. C. She heart upon this occasion.
MEENAGHA GRANGE
the leader, Mrs. Evelyn Boyington,
Dessert and coffee will be
23.
Wirthmore Poultry Chat: One. Se
Regular meetings were resumed came to the United States in early
served in the Women's Lounge of
Maine bankers are again spon Visitors to the State of Maine
“For it marks the beginning of on September 22. at 3:30 p. m.
lect strains of birds that are
the Memorial Union Building on
soring transportation of 4-H dairy building at the Eastern States Ex on Monday night after a summer August and leaves on December 12. the end of an association which for WARREN
known for high production and low
delegates to the Exposition. Claude position. West Springfield, Mass., recess. Master Fiank Sheffield pre Mrs. Pinnock is assistant publi a quarter of a century has brought
the University campus at 7.30 p.
feed intake; Two.
Raise these
The meeting of the Warren Won
Clement, of Belfast, chairman of Septembei 19 to 27.. are going to be sided. Several suppers* and other cations officer for the Jamaica prestige and profit beyond the pos
m. Monday. Miss Linn's talk will
birds on a controlled feeding pro
der
Workers
w
’
as
called
to
order
Agricultural
Society.
She
is
re

the agricultural committee. Maine given an opportunity to taste activities to be held in the near
sibility of computing, to the State by Vice President Lynn Lund- follow in the Bangor Room.
gram; Three.
Raise birds free
ceiving
additional
training
in
this
Bankers Association, has made the “quality products that will enable future were reported upon. A gift
The Maine Home Economics
of Maine.
from disease and parasites; and
strum. The flag salute and club
them to see for themselves that of money was voted for Opportunity country in the dissemination of
arrangements.
“Klir Beck . . . you hare earned pledge were said and the club song Association, with Miss Constance
Four. Avoid extremely low pen
home economics and 4-H informa your retirment from state service.
J. R. Cianchette and Sons, of ‘The Maine Difference is Flavor’ ”, Farm.
Cooper as area chairman, is spon
temperatures
during
winter
was sung. The secretary’s report
Past Officers’ Night will be cele tion through such mass media
Pittsfield, is sponsoring the trans W;i.iam P. Charron. assistant chief.
soring the session. "All home
“
You
are
possessed
of
talents
to
months.
Insulation is cheaper
was read and one error was found.
portation of the 4-H beef delegates Division of Markets. Maine Depart brated on September 25. when it methods as newspapers, radio. a degree to be found but rarely
economists are cordially invited
Our
meetings
had
to
be
changed
than feed.
all
chairs
will
be
I
publications,
and
the
like.
She
at

ment of Agriculture, said Wednes is hoped that
to Eastern States.
among men.
I know some poultrymen who
to Mondays at 3:30 p. m.
Six to attend." said Miss Cooper, who
filled by past officers.
Visitors tended Shortwood Teacher-Train
Kenneth C. Lovejoy, state 4-H day
“The generosity with which you members paid their dues and there is home demonstration agent
check carefully on feed intake,
club leader for the Maine Exten Charron. in charge of the depart- from other Granges win be wel- ing College. New York University, have given of these talents, and the!
leader for the Maine Extension
production and livability before
and Columbia University, where energy which you have exerted in was $5.68 in the treasury. The Service.
sion Service, announced today that merit's agricultural display, said come. Please bring sweets,
buying a new strain of birds
club
gave
a
$10
gift
to
our
former
one change has been made in the h s complete staff of 14 marketing During the lecturer's hour, a she received a bachelor of science turning them to the priceless ad
Miss Linn will talk on “Rites of
leader, Mildred Gammon.
A
Quite a lot of the poultrymen in
group of adults accompanying the specialists, and eight home econo- written ballot was taken for the degree.
vantage of the State of Maine, never thank you note for the gift was Passage”.
This subject deals
this area are using the restricted
mists
from
the
University
of
Maine,
purpose
of
naming
two
outstanding
Ma ine 4-H members. Norman R
have been adequately publicized read.
with the subtle significance of
feed plan for raising their pullets
Under
old
business,
the
Ness. Extension dairyman, re expect to serve a steaming hot members and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark Attending
This has been in deference to your food’s ribbons from Union Fair items of clothing. Children, as
Of course, one does not want to
places Clinton A. Conar.t, 4-H club dish of instant mashed Maine pota- Sheffield were chosen,
modest wishes.
were returned. Under new busi well as adults, feel these effects
Save feed to the extent that the
toes and State of Maine chicken to
A vote of thanks was given Sis- Policy Conference
agent at large.
“But if Klir Beck, the man, has ness. we discussed ideas for a club more or less in all situations.
birds do not get enough to eat. In
The Knox County delegates are ] nearly 50.COO persons during the ter Irene Newburn for a gift of
chosen to wear the cloak of well- community project, the decision to "Rites of Passage” are especially
other words, just because you find
■ records and player. They will be
Lincoln Hawes of Union In the da::y nine-day show.
Lewis E. Clark. Extension Serv becoming modesty—Klir Beck, the be reached next time.
It was evident as one's role in life
out that you are using too much
Plans
for
serving
the
tasty
Maine
much
enjoyed
by
the
members,
show; Craig Walker of Union in
changes.
ice farm management specialist. artist, has become known and re
teed daily, you cannot just cut beef animals; and Debby Ha:y of potato and chicken dish were forA receipt of an appreciation University of Maine, will take part vered by thousands who have moved and seconded that we make
Mrs. Thelma H. Berry, associate
pot
holders
to
give
the
churches.
back on the amount you are using
Owls Head and Beverly Clough of mu’.ated early this year following award from the Maine Dairy Coun- in the National Agricultural Policy thrilled to his amazingly lifelike
professor of home economics, Uni
We
discussed
our
health
meeting
If you are using too much, there Rockport, in the horse show.
'■ v- ir s successful serving of oil was reported for serving a Dairy Conference in Estes Park, Colo., artistic reproductions of Maine
and our safety meeting. The pro versity of Maine, will introduce
is a definite cause. Your service
more than five tons of baked Ken Dinner.
September 14 to 18.
scenes at exhibits and sportsmen’s ject booklets and record sheets Miss Linn. Mrs. Sara C. Wilson
man will give you a hand on this
nebec potatoes to visitors to the
Clark will represent Maine at the shows in many states during the were handed out. At the next meet of Machias. Washington County
MEGUNTICOOK GRANGE
Because he does not see your pen Cripps Dairy Herd
Mrne building.
ing Grace Lehto will do a demon home demonstration agent for the
every day, he will notice things
Megunticook Grange met in reg conference. Others attending will past 25 years.
Another feature, expected to be
“Klir Beck, I find it impossible stration.
Among Highest
Susan Jordan, Elaine Maine Extension Service, has
wrong that you have overlooked.
a real crowd stopper, according to ular session, Wednesday evening, be representatives of land-grant
played a key role in planning the
For manual feeding, I get the
Charron, will be the “Downeast” in the Grange Hall with 51 present. colleges and universities through to express in words the depth of Jordan and! Sandra Metcalf will
out the United States. Those tak gratitude which you and your ex be on the refreshment committee meeting.
best results from my five-foot In Milk Production
During
the
lecturer
’
s
hour,
a
hobo
backvard ch'cken barbecue demon
Miss Cooper asks home econo
metal feeders with grill tops. We
stration conducted by marketing program was presented. A gioup ing part are concerned with public quisite productions have engen next time. The meeting was ad
The
purebred
dairy
herd
of
C.
dered in the hearts of those who journed.
Four new’ members mists and guests planning to at
feed on a daily cleanup system so
specialists Robert W. Stubbert, of members in hobo costume, com affairs education.
Clark has been assigned to one love the State of Maine.
joined at this meeting. Grace tend Monday evening's meeting to
It is not necessary to fill the feed L. Cripps at Simonton Corner, John W. Underwood, and Colby A. plete with a novelty kitchen band
“But such words as could be Lehto taught the new’ sewing girls send their reserevations for the
ers even one-third full. Try as has achieved top recognition for Davis In a setting especially land paraded into the hall? to the tune of the six work groups at the con
His group will study found have been cast in imperish how their needle holders could be dessert and coffee to her at Mer
they will, the birds apparently outstanding milk production. This scaped by famous artist Klir Beck of MacNamara’s Band, and enter ference.
rill Hall, University of Maine,
waste very little feed. I have one herd is credited by the Division of Mt. Vet non. the market service tained with music and songs; as “United States Monetary Policy — able bronze upon this plaque which made.
Diane Lunden, Grace Lehto and Orono.
automatic
feeder
with
deep of Records of the Ayrshire Breed men will actually cook quality sisted by Mrs. Theresa Johnson at Its Contribution to Prosperity and I now present to you.
11
■
The group was com Full Employment Without Infla
“May it ever remain to remind Linda Parent provided refresh
trough that does a very satis ers’ Association with averaging State of Maine broilers, give out the piano.
tion.”
the generations of Klir Beck, and ments for after the meeting.
her 28 at 3:30 p. m. at the home
factory job. But I am not wholly 1,003 pounds of milk, 41 pounds of chicken recipe booklets, and ex posed of Brian Smith. Arthur Hunt,
The participants will complete the great service he has rendered The next meeting will be Septem- of Irene Starrett.
for the plain the “Maine way” of barbe-i Darrell Micue, Joseph Bambridge,
satisfied with my hanging feeders fat actual production,
The broilers will be de-! Roland Marriner, Darious Joy, and the preparation of teaching guides the State of Maine.”
They have been disappointing in month, placing it among the na cuing.
for use in Extension Service pro
Text of plaque:
many ways.
I understand that tion’s top Ayrshire herds having live: ed fresh from Maine daily fori^rnes^ Johnson.
news for farmers
Other numbers on the program grams on public affairs. Clark will
“Presented to Klir Beck in grate
crumbles and pellets work very- 15 to 25 cows on test. Five of the this demonstration
Hlghl ghting the
other Maine included a story told by J. Herbert bring home with him material ful appreciation of the honor which
well in hanging feeders, but mash 24 cows included in Mi. Cripps'
monthly herd average were dry. product on the menu. Mrs. William Gould; a narrative, “The King which can be used in Maine.
his exemplary artistic creations
not so good.
The Farm Foundation. Chicago, have brought to the State of
Schrumpf of Orono, will demon With The Terrible Temper”, with
Since feed is far and away the
is
financially
supporting
the
confer

the ease of preparing Maine members responding, and a read
most expensive item on a poultry
Maine; at Eastern States Exposi
Extend Enrollment strate
ence. This means that there’s no tion. Springfield. Massachusetts.
potato flakes into instant mashed ing by Darius Joy.
farm, any farmer who does not
cost
to
states
sending
representa

The lecturer’s march was won
potatoes.
keep a close check on his feed
September 19. 1959.
tives.
Date For Soil Bank
Supplies of instant potatoes for by Mrs. May French.
consumption is asking for real
Clinton A. Clauson
Visitors were present from
the demonstration and for serving
trouble.
Service men find farm
Governor.”
To
End
of
Month
lady
assistant
steward,
Berniece
Grand
View
Grange.
Rock
Bound
th-- uu ue. al public will be furnished
ers who are feeding 36 pounds, j
Young,
Knox
Pomona;
executive
Grange, and Taunton. Mass.
and even more, per hundred birds '
According to word received by the Borden Company of New
A circle supper preceded the committee. Harrison Puffer of Lin
each day, with no greater produc from H. L. Manwaring. United York and the Salada-Shirriff-Horcoln Pomona. Eugene York of
- y Company of Boston. Both of meeting.
tion than other farmers who are States Department ol Agri
• .
Kennebec Pomona, Merna Gordon
feeding 28 to 29 pounds daily.
j
-e films distribute potato flakes WARREN GRANGE
Washington, D. C., the sign-up
of Knox Pomona.
-s* d in Maine from Maine By Nancy Benner
On a 5.000 bird flock, a saving 1 date for I960 So;. I’
.
Degree work was conferred on
The Borden product is
of two pounds a day per hundred tion Reserve Program has b.n
At the meeting. Tuesday night,
one candidate, Irma Anderson of
processed by Snowflake Canning
amounts to 100 pounds of feed a |
it
was
voted
to
postpone
building
extended from Sept 10. through Company.
Owls Head Grange. Pianist for the
Hartland; the Salada- the dining room until spring.
day. At four cents a pound, this j Sept. 30.
degree work was Dora Royal of
S
sey flakes. by the
means $4 a day or $28 a week. For ;
Next Tuesday night there will be
Knox-Lincoln County fa: mt - .
Sagadahoc Pomona. Degree work
M un«' Pot to Processing Company.
a year of lay, that amounts to 1
a mystery ride and all members
terested in taking their cropland Island Fa,
was done by the guest officers.
$1,456.
That is probably more or hayland out of production foi i
who wish to go, please be at the
Literary program was in charge 4-H Club Doings
Charron
• n strongly urged Maine hall at 7 o'clock.
profit than most egg producers number of y< • • Please bring
v:>.t the Exposition. “It sweets as we will be visiting an-, of the guest lecturer, Past State i
will clear this current year.
the ASC Office. Post Ofl.
Bu
By
Lesturer Lottie York.
reached, over good roads. other Grange.
This does not mean that all j ing. Room 1. Rockland on or
■ The program was as follows; Lnanna Shibles, 4-H Club Agent
Mu.?.<• Turnpike. Route 128.
poultrymen can save even two foie Bept. 10, 1
n
Opening song. “Do We Try";
and the Massachusetts Turnpike to LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
details.
greetings. Master of Host Grange.
the W( • Springfield exit which By Mrs. Beverly Mills
Mis. Joan L. Pol
Limerock Valley Pomona met Annie Nye; response, Leola Smith, TENANTS HARBOR
leads di
‘ v to tht show grounds,”
ASC office manag
Eugene Bracy is the new presi
with Pleasant Valley Grange of Pleasant River Grange; vocal
he said.
those who have alrea ly
:
Th.s y- ar’s Exposition has been Rockland. There was average at- solos. Jennie Pietroski. with Doi a dent of the Lobster Buoys 4-H
interest in the 1960 prog m
Royal of Sagadahoc Pomona. Lec Club; Douglas Banks is vice presi
h< : i ’ :• cl as having the most dazzl- tendance of 75.
Horo'c the most officiant, cleanest-burning
filing an application fo:rn to
Guest Officers’ Day was ob turer Rose LeBlanc reported on her dent; Irving Bracy. Jr., is the sec
ing a:: ay of entertainment, educahome
beat you can buy: Gulf Solar Heat. It’s
that productivity ratings * • • tl
retary;
Johnny
Morse,
treasurer;
serving
as
guest
officers
>n a. ci spiays. and informative ex- 9erved
visit to the New England Confer
farms cannot be set up until a” r hibi’.i v. . gathered together at the were; Master, James Royal, Sag ence last August at Storrs. Conn. Dale Hupper, flag bearer; Henry
safe, dependable, burns evenly, completely. It’s
the new deadline date. Prevh us West Springfit ’.d grounds.
adahoc Pomona; overseer. Warren Brian Smith reported on his ac Benner, song leader; and Sam An
economical, too—gives you more clean heat
Gas Installation
Information li Heated 1 m
Mo
than 500.000 persons are ex- Stanton. Waldo Pomona: lecturer, tivities of his week at Youth Camp drews is reporter.
per gallon. Next tankful, try Gulf Solar Heat.
wouid be made short \ ay ; S. pt. pectf 1 to piss thiough the colonial Pa^t State Lecturer Lottie York. at Bryant Pond. Poem by Past
Mis. Gertrude Hupper is leader
10.
and Irving Bracy, Jr., is the jun
M i n,
building. located on Kennebec Pomona; steward Mars State Lecturer Lottie York.
i r.ue of States, to view the ton Beverage, Limerock Valley
The lecturer’s march was won ior leader.
Service
For fast, dependable service
exhibits of products from Ponmona; assistant steward. Alien by Minnie Jones of Knox Pomona. WASHINGTON
M i.i.
The next meeting will be held at
i? ms. business and industry. Young. Knox Pomona; chaplain.
Chickadee 4-H Club plans to elect j
call your Gulf Farm Dealer:
Amelia Dornan. Knox Pomona; Owls Head Giange. October 10. with
CAU
RUBBER STAMPS
officers and start new projects at i
treasurer,
Robie
Ames.
Waldo
election
of
officers.
Meeting
to
1 A 99 CUSTOM
Pomona; secretary. Marretta Wil start at 2 p. m. for an afternoon 7 p. m. on September 25 at the
A. C. McLOON
ANY SIZE
MARITIME OIL COMPANY
Prescott Memorial School.
New
RETREADING son. Sagadahoc Pomona; gate and evening meeting.
members will be joining at this
On Order at
keeper, Louis Gordon. Knox Po
Also 15" and 16"
& CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
8 HOUR SERVICE
mona; Ceres, Susie Sleeper, Lime A certain type of people don't meeting too.
BOCKLAND. MAINS
ROCKLAND
SEARSPORT
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
Fully Guaranteed
UNION
rock
Valley
Pomona;
Pomona,
have
money
to
burn,
but
they
can
TEL. LT MM*
LY
4-4487
Kl 8-2505
Mary
Ames.
Waldo
Pomona;
Flora,
still find a way to keep the pot
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
Anita Carroll is the new president
82-tf
104-S-tf
«-ti Gertrude Stanton, Waldo Pomona; boiling,
of the Sunny Bake 4-H Club witht

Gulf Solar Heaf
is ultra-clean

burning,

super-refined!

SOLAR HEAT

heating oil
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New Officers Take Posts In Drum Corps

Clnirtb
The Rockland congregation of the
Church of Christ meets at the GAR
Hall at 3 p. m. Sunday. A general
invitation is extended to all to at/
tend these services.

...

St. Bernard’s Catholic Church,
Rockland. Sunday, Masses. 8 and
11 a. m.
St. James' Catholic
Church. Thomaston, 9.30 a. m.
Our Lady of Good Hope Catholic
Church, Camden. 8 and 9.30 a. m.
• • •

St. Peters Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Obi. I. W.,
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
at 9.30. Weekday Masses, Tues
day, Thursday, and Friday at 7.30;
on Wednesday at 6 a. m.

• • •

St. Jonn tne Baptist Episcopal
Church, Thomaston: Holy Commu
nion every Sunday at 8 a. m., pre
ceded by morning prayer at 7.40
a. m. Sunday School every Sunday
at 10.30 a. m. except first Sunday
of the month. Morning Prayer and
Fanii.y Service first Sunday of each
month tor parents and children. A
warm Invitation is extended to
everyone to attend tnls service.
Communion breakfast at 9 a. m.
each Sunday at the Knox Hotel.

• • .

Photo by Sheet

Officers of ‘he Port O' Rockland Junior Dram and Bugle Corps were selected, this week, for the
first official action of the corps since Its return from the national Veterans of Foreign Wars Convention
in Los Angeles, Calif. In the picture are the new officers. In the foreground, from left to right, are:
Sylvia Noyes, co-captain of the color guard; Joan Mazzeo, captain and drum major during all marching
and maneuvering; and Linda Jane Barrows, co-cap‘ain of the color guard. In the background, from left
to right, are; David Graves, corps captain; Rebecca Dow, lieutenant in the bugle section; Wesley Nichols
corps captain; and Jon Dean, lieutenant in the drum section.

Services tor the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, "Mor
mon Church", are held each Sun
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand
Army Hall in Rockland.
The
Priesthood meeting for the men is
held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the
Grand Army Hall.
The Relief
Society for the women is held Wed
nesday evening at 7.30. Everyone
is cordially invited to attend all
services and meetings.

• • •
Sunday Services at the First
Baptist Church will open with the
Church School hour at 9.30 a. m.,
with classes for all, from nursery
through adults. In the morning
worship service at 10.45, the pas
tor, Rev. Roy I. Bohanan, will
have as his sermon subject. "Why
Doubt?" and his children’s sermonette will be on "A Daring
Sport." Nursery care for small
children will be provided during
the morning service.
Youth
groups will meet at 5.45 p. m.
Mary Morang will be the leader
of the Early Teen Agers meetings
in the Annex, and Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald will speak to the
Senior Ambassadors group in the
upper vestry. The Gospel Story
Hour will open at 7 p. m. and will
be broadcast at 7.30 over WRKI).
The pastor will continue his series
of messages on "Moments to Re
member" by speaking on. "A Con
queror at the Gates." Music will
be by the choir and a vocal duet.
Meetings during the week will
include the following: Monday,
Boy Scout Troop 204 at 7 p. m..
Colonist Pioneer Girls at 7 at Bar
bara Ellis' home; Tuesday, the
Golden Hour of Prayer and Praise
at 7.30 p. m.; Wednesday, Pilgrim
Pioneer Girls at 3.30 p. m., Colo
nist Pioneer Girls at 6.30. Boys
Stockade outdoor meeting leaving
the church at 6, Boys Battalion
meeting at 7, and choir rehearsal
at 7; Thursday, Opportunity Class
picnic at Alice McIntosh’s cottage,
and MacDonald Class meeting at
the church at 7.30 p. m.; Friday.
Junior Ambassadors’ meeting at
3.30 p. m., and Saturday, the
Prayer Hour at 7.30 p. m.
The pastor. Rev. Roy I. Bo
hanan. will be away during the
week attending the board meet
ings of the Conservative Baptist
Foreign Mission Society at Wheat
on, III.
• • »
The vital importance of trust in
spiritual power and substance will
be emphasized at Christian Science
services Sunday.
Bible readings will include this

NOW? ..

when the world and everything

in it is so filled with wonder to hint. . . what better
time could there be for him to learn about God
How to begin? The simplest and most natural way: take him with you
to

vonr church or synagogue this week. There each week your whole

family can share one of life's richest experiences . . . the sense of belong

ing. Belonging to each other, to your community, and to your faith.
And together, with God, you and your family can build a better life.

Perhaps ev en a better world. Let this week lx1 the beginning.

Build a stronger. richer life

. . . worship together every week
Contributed to the Religion in American Life Program by

N A/fl’

LEGAL NOTICE
SPECIAL NOTICE
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land in and tor the County of Knox
on the seventeenth day of Septem
ber in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fiftynine. The following matter having
been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter indicated it is
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing
a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland in said County
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the twentieth day of October
1959. the first publication thereof
to be at least thirty days before
said twentieth dav of October.
A. D. 1989.
ESTATE OF CHARLES D.
YOUNG, late of Thomaston, de
ceased.
Petition by Esther F.
Young of Warren that she and Alan
Young of Thomaston, Mild: cd Melgard and Audiy Bell, both of Ban
gor, all in the State of Maine;
Emily M. Young of Darien. Con
necticut; Helen A. Prescott of
Arkon. Ohio; Irene Bessey of Phil
adelphia. Pennsylvania; Florence
Marshall of Leominster. Massachu
setts; and Joan Jorgensen of Se
attle, Washington, are the heirs
living in different states.
That
Esther F. Young. Administratrix
of said Estate, or some other suit
able person be authorized to sell
the real estate situated in said
Thomaston and fully described in
said petition at private sale and
distribute the proceeds after paying
expenses among the heirs of said
CHARLES D. YOUNG accoi ding
to their respective rights therein
WITNESS. Charles T. Smalley.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
THOMAS C. AYLWARD
Register
113-S-119

FRjirFW

R.D.N.A. Sets $6,000 Goal For Fund Drive
l)rws

verse from Psalms (56:4): "In
God I will praise his word, in God
I have put my tiust; I will not fear ,
what flesh can do unto me.”
Selections from "Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures”
by Mary Baker Eddy in the Lesson-Seimon entitled "Matter" will
include the following <278:29-32>:
“We define matter as error, be-1
cause it is the opposite of life, sub-'
stance, and intelligence. Matter. :
with its mortality, cannot be sub
stantia! if Spirit is substantia! and
etet nal."
The Golden Text is also from
Psalms (81:9-10): “There shall no
strange god be in thee; neither
shalt thou worship any strange
god.
I am the Lord thy God,
which brought thee out of the land
of Egypt."
Sunday services and Sunday
School are both at 10:30 a. m. with
the Wednesday evening meetings at
7:30.
• • *
At the Congregational Church.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor:
Morning worship will be at 10:40
a. m. with sermon by the pastor,
"Forward". The Senior Choir will
be in charge of the music under
the direction of Mrs. Howard E.
Rollins, organist, and will present
two anthems. A special service of
consecration for the choir will be
Plans for the annual drive of the Rockland Diatriet Nursing Association, Inc., are being discussed,
conducted by the pastor. Flowers Thursday afternoon, at the Community Building by (he chairman of the campaign, John Crockett, seated
will be arranged .by the Diligent at left; Dr. Bradford F. Burgess, presiden* of the Association, seated at right; and several members of
the committee who are, standing from left to right. Joshua N. Southard, past president; E. Allen Gordon,
Dames.
At 2 p. m. the high school youth Leavitt E. Coffin, Kev. Merle Conant and John L. Knight.
of the parish will leave by bus for
The annual campaign for funds sometime next month by the Rock defects reported to parents. 2.160;
their annual planning retreat at
12 Dental Clinics attended by 33
for the Rockland District Nursing land Junior Women's Club.
Beaver- Lodge.
The two nurses in the Associa chilSten; 12 Well Baby Clinics at
Association.
Inc.,
opened.
Thurs

Appointments for the week in
tion. Miss Eliza J. SSteele and tended by 397 children; and six
clude: Monday. Boy Scout Troop day afternoon, with a meeting of Mrs. Margaret Torfason, have polio clinics with shots given, at
203 meets at 7 p. m.. and the sec the drive chairmen at the Com
made a total of 5.187 visits in the tended by 381.
ond session of the School of Re munity Building. John Crockett,
12 months ending June 30.
Crockett noted that "each year
ligion wiH convene at the Thom
chairman
of
the
drive,
who
has
set
The
health
supervision
of
infants
brings
an ever increasing demand
aston Federated Church at 7:30.
Tuesday, the Girl Scout Leaders' the goal for $6,000 this year, an and pre-school children have for these services, with the major
Association meets in our church at nounced that a house to house numbered 2.075; monthly inspec cost being born by the annual
be conducted tion of grade school children, with campaign.”
7:30 p. m. Wednesday, a work solicitation will
shop for women of out parish will
be held at the Searsport Congre EAST WALDOBORO
gational Church beginning at 10
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Russell and
a. m.. and at 7:30 in the evening an
important meeting of the Church children of Peru, and Mr. and
Councii will convene in the church. Mrs. J. Stevens of Phillips were
Thursday, the Diligent Dames meet Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
at noun with Mrs. Nettie Kittiedge Odway Russell. Robert Russell
of South Thomaston, and at 7 p. m. and Patricia Stevens, who had
the Senior Choir rehearses at the been visiting their grandparents,
returned home with their par
church.
• • •
ents.
Robert Dickie visited his niece.
The Piatt Memorial Methodist
Church. Merle S. Conant, minister, Mrs. Everett Cook, in East Hol
will hold its worship service at 10:30 den. last week.
a m. The pastor will preach on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Woodman
the theme. "Jesus Identifies Him of Caribou were weekend guests
self with Men”. Anne Davis will at Ivan Scott's.
play "Prelude in A" by Whiting.
Charles Bowden and family of
"Andante in G" by Lefebure, and Carteret. N. J., were weekend
"Let the People Praise Thee” by visitors at his brother, Otto’s. Mr
Carter. The members of the adult and Mrs. O. H. Bowden of Au
choir will present two anthems. burn. Mr. and Mrs. Heyer and
Troop 202 will begin its fall work
Constance and Conrad of North
on Monday night at 7 o'clock. Vaino Waldoboro, were Sunday guests.
Johnson will lead. The adult choir
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Jones. Mr.
will rehearse this week on Fridaynight at 7:30. Anne Davis will di and Mrs. Leon Arnold and Ricky
and Micky of Winsted. Conn.,
rect.
Mrs. Albert Wail and Ronald of
...
The Peoples Methodist Church of Rockland. Robert Maxey and
South Thomaston will hold- its wor family of North Waldoboro were
ship service at 7 o’clock.
The recent guests of Mrs. Annie Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan
Church School will have its first
session at 10 o'clock* in the morn of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ing. Rev. Merle Conant will preach Kamin. James Moulaison and
on the theme. "Jesus Identifies family of Rockland and the Zenas
H.mself with Men”. All members Melvin family of Thomaston Were
Sunday guests at Clifton Miller’s.
of the palish are invited.
• • *
Mr. and Mrs. George Bonoyer
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap of Uxbridge, Mass.. Miss Claire
tist Church: Church School classes Hyland of Whitinsville, Massmeet at 9:45 a. m. Sunday. Morn Donald Bamford of Needham,
ing worship will be conducted by Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Photo by Shear
the pastor at 11 a. m. The ser Green and three children of Au
The Purchase Street Parent Teachers Association opened the fall
mon subject is "Our Church Gov gusta were weekend visitors at season, Wednesday night, with the election of officers. Seated are
ernment".
The Sunday- evening Fred Munroe's.
George Gherardi, president; and Mrs. Barbara Crudell, treasurer,
service will be held at 7:15. The
Miss Lila McLeod and friends standing are: Mrs. David O. Knowlton of Ingraham Hill, secretary,
pastor will continue a series of of Boston were guests of Mr. and left; and Mrs. James O. Wilcox, vice president. About 35 attended the
sermons on. "People of Power”. Mrs. Russell McLeod, Sr., for a meeting at which refreshments were served and the parents and teach
ers discussed mutual problems. Committees for the year will be named
The Church Financial Canvass few days.
Committee will meet with other
Leroy Jameson of Washington at the next meeting which will be Oet. 14.
iocal church committees at Cam was a Saturday guest of his broth
1 given Miss Lauretta Shields at
den. on Thursday, at 6:30 p. m.. er. J. O. Jameson.
Union Church vestry, Wednesday
for a supper meeting. The Asso
Eileen Achorn was a Monday
evening, by Miss Betty Littlefield,
ciation Laymen will met at Rock guest of her cousin. Gordon Jame VINALHAVEN
Nancy Adams. Janice Wadleigh
land on Saturday, at 6:30 p. m.. for son. in Warren.
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
and Judy Clayter. About 40 guests
a supper meeting.
A report of
Correspondent
Edward Bean and family of
the Green Lake Conference will Union and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Telephone 14-8
were present. Lauretta received
be given in this first meeting of Cairoll of Thomaston were Sunday
some very lovely and useful gifts.
the year for the Laymen’s group. callers at Lloyd Bean's.
Lunch of sandwiches, cake, potato
...
Edward Warren of Granite chips, olives, pickles, was served
Mrs. Verne Noyes of Sacra
At the Owls Head Baptist mento, Calif., called on Mrs. lar- Island and Jimmy Dickey left. by the hostesses.
Wednesday, for Portland to take
Church: Morning worship. Sunday. Forest Mank. Friday.
Mr. and Mrs Carroll Gregory
8:45 a. m ; Church School. 10
Mrs. Flora Jones of Warren is their exams for the Coast Guard. j have returned home after a brief
a. m.; evening service. Mr. Car-: visiting her granddaughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Dora Salow has returned to visit to Dover-Foxcroft as the
roll preaching. Sunday, 7 p. m.;’ Earle Miller.
her home in New Yoik City after • guest of Carl Brown.
Prayer and Bible Hour. Thursday.
Mrs. Forrest Eaton. George several weeks visit on the island.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gross were
7:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Slaughter ! Rockland visitors Thursday.
Miller and Miss Evelyn Eaton
...
motored to Gorham. Tuesday went. Wednesday, for a visit or.
At the Church of the Nazarene. Miss Eaton is a sophomore at the the mainland.
Extension Editor Roderick L.
Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor, the
John Gado of North Hill. N. J., j Reynolds is head of the Depart
Teachers' College.
Sunday School starts at 9:45 a. nr
Miss Glenys Miller is a senior has been visiting his aunt. Miss : ment of Agricultural Communica
The morning worship hour is at
and Miss Gladys Miller a fresh Eleanor Heussen, at Shore Acres | tions at the University of Maine.
II o'clock, and the sermon topic
man at the Teachers' College in for a few days.
is. "Christ Stills The Storm". The
Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle
A surprise bridal shower was
young people's meetin gis at 6 p. nr
Millei took Gladys Sunday and
The evening service is at 7 o'clock,
Glenys visited Miss Virginia Mer was a weekend guest at Clifton ,
and the sermon topic is. "The
rill in Auburn a couple of days.
Miller’s.
Atoning Blood".
The mid-week
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Frieswyk of
Mrs. Joseph Glaude. Mrs. J I
prayer meeting is Thursday night
Whitinsvile. Mass., enroute to Bar Glaude and three children visited ’
IN QUALITY
at 7 o'clock.
Harbor, called at Fred Munroe's. Mrs. H F. Wilson in Washington, •
• • •
PERFORMANCE
The Universalist Church by the Saturday. Mrs. B. Kleinberg of Sunday.
Miss Evelyn Eaton was soloist j
County Court House invites all in Orff's Corner and Mrs. Measham
terested persons to its services of Lexington. Mass., were Sunday at the Universalist Church in
and activities The regular Sun callers. ' Miss Dorothy Orff of Rockland. Sunday.
Onni Pietila and family of I
day morning service is held at 11 Warren was a weekend guest.
Mrs. Michael Mitchell of Thom Brewer visited his mother. Mrs. i
a. m. This week. Rev. William
J. Robbins will preach on the aston visited her mother, Mrs. S. Pietila. and grandmother. Mrs. .
topic. "What Kind of Universalis! Saina Pietila and called on Mrs. Ida Suomala. also called on Mrs.
M. Matson. Saturday.
i
Are You?" The choir is back on Florence Flanders. Saturday.
Mrs. Nellie Melvin of Camden
Vincent Winchenbaugh of Mil- |
duty, singing this week under the
ton. Mass., was a weekend guest I
direction of John Parker of Ten
ants Harbor, with Mrs. John Dal foil cookout at the camp area of at E. G. Mank's.
Mrs. Mary Glaude and Mrs. '
ton as organist. During the hour Alfred Benner. Tuesday. 7.30 p
of worship, a nursery-kindergar m.. second session. School of Re Sadie Glaude entertained 12 girls j
ten is provided under experienced ligion, at the Federated Church in and boys. Sunday, to help Donna ■
Thomaston; 7.30 p. m.. choir re Glaude celebrate her fourth birth THE WORLD’S FINEST
leadership.
Appointments for the week in hearsal, 10 Claremont Street day anniversary. She received |
Some were from , Maritime Oil Co.
clude the following: Monday: 3 Thursday, 3 p. m.. Girl Scout many gifts.
p. m.. Brownie Troop 23. Mrs Troop 5 (for fifth graders), co j Rockland and Bremen. Refresh- 1 334 PARK ST. TEL. LT 4-4437
Betty Miller, leader; 5.45 p. m. leaders, Mrs. Lois Teel and Mrs i ments included decorated cakes I
■OGKLKMD, BKUrp
* and ice cream.
I
Boy Scout Troop 203, aluminum Evelyn Morse.
W-lCT-tt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy
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meet on Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 2.90
p. m. at St. Thomas Parish House.

FORMER ROCKLAND GIRL MARRIED
CAMDEN

THOMASTON

KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-21S7

UKB

N«wh» and Social items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. M4XINE MAHONEY. 65 MAIN STREET. TEL. FL 4-6144

John Webber will be the speaker
and he will show slides on his
travels in the Southern Hemis
phere.

by Cora Upham. Table was deco*
rated by Lillian and Alice Simon
ton. The fund raising committee,
June Merrifield, Gertrude Talenbloom. Lillian Simonton and ABce
Simonton, assisted by Vinie John
son and: Adelaide Pettegrove, held
a homemade apron and jelly sale.

?0CKPORT
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEder HM1

Mrs. Fred Crockett entertained
at the home of Mrs. Evelyn Bry
ant. Wednesday,
honoring Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arnold of
The Pioneer Girls will meet at
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church Roiand Tribble with a stork show- Tacoma. Wash., who visited the
vestry on Wednesday, September I
Invited guests were Mrs. past week with Mr. and Mrs. Wil Friendship
Church News
23. at 3:30 p. m.
| Raymond Richards. Mrs. Richard liam A. Bartlett left. Sunday, for
Mass will be celebrated at 8 a.
HELEN L. BAIRD
The American Legion Auxiliary | Hopkins. Mrs. Nicholas Cokinls. his last year at McGill Medical Col-'
m. Sunday at St. James’ Catholic
Correspondent
will sponsor a food sale at the ; jjrg. Howard Derry, Mrs. Thomas lege in Montreal.
Over 120 attended the Smorgas Church.
Tel. TEmple 2-9964
Daniel A. Packard. Sr., and Mr.
Carleton French Store on Satur- j Aylward, Mrs. D. E. Crockett, Jr.,
The
Finnish
Congregational
bord, Thursday evening, at the
day. September 19. beginning at , Mrs. Freddie Hale, Mrs. Lloyd and Mrs. George Minot or Woods
Parent Teacher Association meet Church Sunday service will be
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cheney of
9:30
a. m.
i Jamieson of Belfast. Mrs. Sher- ville, N. H.. visited. Sunday, with
ing at the Masonic Hall. Beniah held at 1.30 p. m. at Mrs. Hilma
his niece. Mrs. Ruth Bartlett. Jackson, N. H., spent the weekend
Mr. and Mis. B. Richard Tif- man Lord, Mrs. Eva Chaples of
Harding, chairman of the School Johnson’s home on Old County
at their trailer. Bradford's Point.
Rockland, Mrs. James McGrath jBeech HllL
fany of Cushing. Mr. and Mrs.
Board, introduced the teachers. Road. Thursday, a Harvest Sale
Mrs. Frank Grebe and son Steven
of Hope, Mrs. Jackson Allenwood I / JrouP
> elatives gathered at
Theodore Simmons of Hamden
President Mrs. Beniah Harding has been planned at 7.30 p. m. at
Highlands, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred of Belfgast. Miss Sally Crockett ' the fK>me of Mrs- Etta Thuist°n “> returned to their home in New
named the following committees the church.
birthday. She York City after spending the sum
Marshall of Rockpott were dinner and Miss Leona Gibbs. Mrs. Earl ) heIP.he^ °bserve
Morning prayer will be at 7.40
for the year: Program. Mrs. War
„
,, ,,
...
, _
,
__
j received many gifts, cards and a mer at the E. J. Beckett cottage.
Dean,
Mrs.
Mayland
Barton
and
.
J
6
1
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
ren Everett and Mrs. Raymond a m. following by Holy Com
Mr. and Mrs. John Northcott,
Richards. Monday evening. in i Mrs. Gilbert Bryant, Delicious decorated birthday cake. Callers
Robinson:
Membership.
Mrs. munion at 8. Sunday, at St. John’s
were Roland Richards. Mrs. Char Jr., of Lynnfield. Mass., were over
honor of the birthday of Mr. Rich- refreshments were served by the
James McCamant and Mrs. Clar Episcopal Church. Sunday School
lotte Berry. Mrs. Gladysi Hender- night guests of his father, Mr.
W
aids.
ence Woodbury; Hospitality, Mrs. at 10.30.
oste“s'
eon. Mrs. Margaret Richards. Miss Northcott. on Saturday. Mr. NortbSunday School will convene at
Philip Fernald and Mrs. Gordon
The Camden Extension Group
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Gibbs of Annie Richards and Wa;ter Rich. cott accompanied them home after
DeWolfe; Publicity, Mrs. Forest 9.45 a. m. followed by service of
held their first meeting of the fall Monroe, are visiting Allison and arda
completing his 50th season here.
Grafton: VV'ays and Means. Mrs. worship at 11 Sunday at the Bap
at the home of the chairman. Mrs i Leonard Gibbs, while their mothRockport Thimble Club will meet
Miss Ann Carlson returned. Sat
Walter Strong and Mrs. Lloyd tist Church with Rev. John Fitz
Marie Connell. Mrs. Virginia j er. Mrs. Isabel Gibbs, is a patient I Tupsday noon (or dinner at the urday. to Milton. Mass.
Mahoney
A safety committee patrick bringing the message.
Thomas gave a talk on. "Let's at the Camden Community Hos- home of Mrs Elizabetb LoWeU,
Mrs. Nellie Thompson, who has
was added with Walter Strong a-s Lauriston Crute of Cushing will be
Have A Cookout”. The next meet- pital.
been ill, is slowly improving.
Union Street.
chairman. Gentlemen are needed the soloist. BYF Group will meet
will be held on October 12. at
_ .
Trytohelp Club will meet. Mon Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hurst of
Rotary Club News
the Simonton's Corner Grange Hall,
to work with him for the October at 6 p. m. Evening service at 7
day evening, at the home of Mrs. Providence, R. I., were recent sup
At
the
Rotarv
meeting,
Dr.
Edwith
the
Home
Demonstration
p. m. Thursday, prayer service
program.
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. E.
Evelyn Crockett.
Agent. Miss Gene West, in charge [ ward Morse g.ve a £"3The Girl Scout leaders and coun at 7 p m.
Sunday School will begin at 9.45
of the meeting. Refreshments were
cil members will meet, at 7.30 p
Mrs. Nelson J. Lash is visiting
the community as an activity in Friendship was a caller Thursday,
served by the hostess.
m. Tuesday, in the Scout Hall. a. m. Sunday, followed by service
which the energy of youth finds a
and M's. Donald Pierce, relatives in Springfield, Mass.
The Camden By-The-Sea Junior
Officers will be elected and a re of worship at 11 at the Federated
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Benner and
es
ree '
Church. Rev. .John Morrison de
Drum and Bugle Corps will hold' a place for constructive developorganization of troops held.
Knox County Blue Fins met. Wed- Mr. and Mrs. Carlton A. Simmons
ment. vigorous competition, and ,
livering
the
sermon.
“
Behold
My
sub-teen dance on Friday evening,
James Hatfield has returned to
.
Ihoi ran nesday evening, at the Boat Club, left on Thursday for a trip to
Robert Stackpole will
September 18. from 7:30 to 10 p. m. neX" be gained by membership
Arlington Va.. after spending the Hands.”
Prank McDonnell left Thursday Niagara Falls. N. Y.. and Canada.
sing a solo. “Great and Marvel
at the American Legion Hall.
summer at the Knox Hotel.
for
Kentucky to attend the National
Mr- and Mrs. Dwight Goodale of
Chaperones will be present and re in street corner gangs.
Mrs. Anna Sullivan and the ous” by Humphrey. The anthem.
Convention of World War I Vet- West Boylston, Mass., and Mrs.
Camden
'Rest
In
The
Lord
”
by
Lorenz
Guests
included
new
freshments
sold.
Misses Lena and Marie Scanlon
erans. McDonnell is a delegate of Elsie Goodale of Clinton, Mass.,
The morning worship service of school staff and faculty members: the Department of Maine.
have returned to North Attleboro. will De sung by the choir. Tues
have been occupying the K. E.
day.
the
Friendly
Circle
will
hold
Berle
Leach.
Orel
Ward,
Frederic
the First Congregational Church
Mass., after closing their summer
Thompson apartment for a week.
Past
Star
Point
Night
a Calendar Supper featuring
will be broadcast over WRKD on 8. Brown and Morton A. Strem.
home on Beechwood Street.
Miss Jean Smolack of Somerville,
Mrs. Richard L. Adolphson
Harbor Light Chapter. OES. ob
Sunday, September 20, at 10:30 Visitors were: Horatio Cowan of served Past Star Point Night, Tues N. J., was a recent caller of Mrs.
Michael Bergamini. son of Mrs. chicken pie at 6 p. m. Chairman
Miss Mary Ellen Brown, daugh- i David Suelleu.
Rockland. Ward Whyte of Port
i a. m.
Marian Bergamini, has returned Miss Helen Studley will be as
day evening, at the Masonic Hall Fred L. Young.
A reception was held at the
Seaside Chapter. OES. held its land, Larry Babcock of Portland. with attendance of 100. The Grand
to Eaglebrook School in Deerfield. | sisted by Mrs. Dorothy Jameson. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Car’.vle Ulmer
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Mrs. Doris Adams and Mrs. Eva Brown. S1..3OT0 55th Avenue North. !ch“rcb fo"™ ,'h‘‘ cel7"°"* »>™t meeting of the fall season on H. R. Golding of Houlton. Bruce
Mass.
The Advent Christian Church has
Star Points present were: Anita
Williamson.
Monday
the
School
Kinney
of
Rockland,
Frank
Scott
with Mrs. Jack Smith. Mrs. Albert Monday evening and observed
Hostesses for the Federated
Ferguson. Mt. Carmel Chapter of
special features in its program
The and Tom Lawson of Belfast.
Church’s Friendly Circle Calen of Religion at 7.30 p. m., will hold St. Petersburg. Fla., formerly of, Ehlers. Mrs. Donald Lumeau, Mrs. Friendship Circle Night.
Richmond. Grand Esther; PrisSunday. At 10:30 a. m., Pastor
Rockland, became the bride of Conrad Brown and Mrs. Carlyle Worthy Matron, Mrs. Velma Harddar supper for the following its second session.
Lions Club Notes
cilia Moss. Grace Chapter of Everett Pender will preach from
Sunday School will begin at 10 Richard Lewis Adolphson. son of Brown, Jr., as hostesses.
I ing. greeting-the members. Poems
months will be: January. Mrs
Lion William Brawn, who sub Thomaston. Grand Martha; Arlene ,he topic. “The True Christian’s
o
’
clock
Sunday
at
the
Assembly
Dr.
and
Mis.
Charles
G.
Ado'.phThe
mother
of
the
bride
chose
an
pertaining
to
friendship
were
read
Helga Swanholm; February, Mrs.
Sunday School at 12
stituted as program chairman of Whitney, Primrose Chapter of Bel- Outlook”.
Marita Hawley; March. Mrs of God Church followed by wor son. 341 Tessier Drive. Pass-a- orchid and pink flowered taffeta by Miss Doris Sylvester. Mrs. the evening for Lion Richard fast. Grand Electa; Marion Colby. noon w>» present an "India Box
Grille
Beach.
Fla.
The
ceremony
dress
and
the
bridegroom
’
s
mother
ship
service
at
11
with
Rev.
Calvin
Doris Pitcher and Mrs. Hazel Pea
Ethel Burgess; April. Mrs. Lillian
Their body. Plans were made to enter Avers, introduced guest speakers. District Deputy Grand Matron of Program” through the committee
Dornan; May, Mrs. Lucille Gled Rogers conducting the service was solemized at St. Vincent’s wore a pink linen frock.
They were Elder Shcrrol Dee Lan District 11: Barbara Keyes. Marion of Mrs Barbara Lash and Mrs.
hill; June, Miss Hilda George: CA Young People’s Group will Episcopal Church. St. Petersburg, gowns were complimented by or- tain the District Deputies on Sep don of Idaho Falls. Idaho, and Chapter of Gardiner. Grand Repre- P''arI Pender. In the evening at
tember 28. Visitors were present
July, Mrs. Ida Mae Harding: meet at the church at 6 p. m Fla., with Rev. W. F. Robey offi- chid corsages.
7:30, music lovers will not want
After the ceremony the couple from Warren. Bar Harbor and Robert N. Barlow of Clearfield. sentative of Vermont.
October, Mrs. Charlotte Gray; with evening service following dating.
Worthy Matron Muriel Welt re- ,0 miss
special numbers by
Utah, who are misionaries of the
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
by
left
for
a
wedding
trip
to
St.
AuTuesday,
prayer
service
at
7.30
Rockport.
A
pot
luck
supper
was
November, Mrs. Alice Hahn; and
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter ceived a telephone call from Eulher Wotton of Friendship and
her
father,
wore
a
princess
styled
gustine
Beach.
Fla.
The
bride
I
served
preceding
the
meeting,
with
Thursday.
Bible
study
at
7.30
p.
m
December. Mrs. Martha MeCam
taffeta and lace ballerina length chose as her traveling ensemble1 M-s. Catherine McFarland in Day Saints (Mormons). They gave Georgia Karalekas expressing her G<'a''gc Keay of Somerville. Mass,
ant. Tickets may be obtained
a brief history of the Mormons and regrets of not being able to come. Sermon theme, “Your Gift for
gown.
Her fingertip French lllu- a navy blue sheath dress with charge.
from any of these.
Betty Jean Braley. Grand Adah. G°d ’- Tuesday, 7:30 p. m., prayer
sion veil w’as caught to a crown red accessories. After September
At the whist party held at the their church.
Mr. and Mrs. Percival Pierpon
It was announced that another was also unable to be present be- and testimony meeting. Thursday,
of satin and seed pearls. She car- 13, they will reside at 3801 Leal- Mfgunticook Grange Hall, on Sat^
are visiting their sons and daugh UNION
cause of sickness.
f P m.. Martha Jean Wotton will
u:day evening, Willis Young was booth would be manned by Lions
ters-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Clyd MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD ! ried a bridal bouquet of white roses man Avenue.
The Past Grand Star Points of lead the Loyal Workers service.
this Saturday, September 19. in
and
lilies
of
the
valley.
The
bride
is
a
native
of
Rockland.
h.gh
scorer.
Others
were
Mrs.
Lu
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Pierpont in Beverly. Mass., and
The maid1 of honor. Miss Dawn She graduated from Northeast cille Poland, second high, and Na front of Libby’s Drug Store in District 11 are: Gladys Creamer. Saturday, 7:30 p m., weekend
Tel. STate 5-2333
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pierpont ir
order to sell more tickets on the Past Grand Adah. Orient Chapter, ra!!J’ wi,h the Jordan-Bryant GosCotter,
wore a ballerina length ice High School. St. Petersburg, and than Hopkins, consolation.
Williamstown. Mass.
Union; Winifred Miine. Past Grand Pe* Team. This rally will continue
blue gown of brocaded taffeta. She was employed at Pinelas Lumber
The ladies of the GAR will meet Lions summer project.
There will be a reorganizatioi
An official visitation by the Dis Martha, and Helen Thomas. Past over Sunday. September 27.
Union Health Council will hold its carried a bouquet of blue carna- Company in St. Petersburg. Fla. at Megunticook Grange Hall, on
meeting of Troop D State Polic
------------------first meeting. September 23. at tions. The flower girl. Susan Jean
The bridegroom was born in Friday even.ng. A picnic supper trict Governor of District 41-1. Lion Grand Martha, both of Naomi
Reserve. Tuesday evening, at th»
Carl Clugston. will be made to Chapter Tenants Harbor; Louise SOUTH THOMASTON
9:30 a. m.. at the Clinic Room Brown, niece of the bride, wore a Schenectady, N. Y , and is a grad- will be served at 6 o’clock.
Thomaston Police Barracks.
Eugley. Past Grand Adah. Beach
°
iriUMASIUW
Union school building. Election of white and yellow nyi-on dress.
uate of Aiken High School and
Applications for new members North Haven on September 28. The Chapter. Lincolnville; and Vivian
Colleen Mitchell, daughter o
The annual meeting of the
trip will be made on the Mary A
officers will be held.
Mrs. Ada
The
best
man
was
Anthony
Papserved
in
the
U.
S.
Navy.
He
is
are
to
be
taken
by
the
Camden
By
Mr. and Mrs. Coin Mitchell Ames. R. N.. will be present. All
Vinal. Past Grand Martha Golden Health Council wl» >>e held at the
Drum and Bugle from Rockland at 5:45 p. m. and
celebrated her third birthday members are urged to attend and pas. The ushers were Conrad Erie employed at the General Telephone The-Sea Juni
Gilford Butler School, Tuesday,
Brown, brother of the bride, and Company, St. Petersburg.
Corps. Application blanks may be! 11 is necessaty that Deputy Dis- Rod Chapter. Rockland.
Wednesday evening, by inviting a any others interested in the work
Past
Star
Points
of
Harbor
Light
Sept 22 at 9 a m“ to make up
obtained from Norman Cote and trlct Govclnor Douglass Kelley
few of her young friends to a aie cordially invited.
going not Chapter were: First Ruth. Ethel the P''oh’ram for the coming year.
Charles
Sturdee.
The
Corps
is
i
know
how
many
wiU
be
going
tact
Mis.
Barbara
Moody
or
Mrs.
party. Guests were: Debra An
Spear, and First Martha. Mildred Special topic for discussion will be
Obituary
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett and
now on its fall schedule with re- later than September 22.
derson. Susan. Robert and Connie Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess have Florence Calderwood by Monday.
International Counselor William Colby. Other Star Points were: means of raising money for pur
hearsals
being
held
on
Sunday
eve

All
members
should
be
at
the
post
Stackpole. Jeffrey Mitchell and returned from a motor trip to New
A Hen making out your will re
Kelley conducted a short reinstate Marion Richaids. Margaret Wood. chasing the vaccine for the fourth
April Anderson. Ice cream and Brunswick and Prince Edward office by 5:45. as cars will leave ii'.mber your church and youi nings at the gymnasium and on ment ceremony to bl ing back into June Merrifield. Marion Cash. polio shot for the school children.
Tuesday evenings at the Megunti
promptly at 6 p. m.
cake were served.
lospital.
the fold of Lionism. David Crock- Elizabeth Simonton. Sara Pendle- Mothers are urged to attend.
Island.
cook Grange Hall.
Melinda Mills, daughter of Mr
Orient Chapter, O.E.S.
ett. Jr. Lion Frank Leonard led l°n, Jimmy Wheeler. On a Bums.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heath and
Mrs.
Ann
Bailey
of
Victoria.
B.
and Mrs. Amos Mills, is attending sons. Alan and Carl, and Mr. and
the club in the Lions Roar for Vinie Johnson. Dorothy Upham. NORTH SEARSMONT
Orient Chapter OES. has re J. NIKOLAI KORHONEN
C.,
Canada,
is
a
guest
of
her
son
Fisher Junior College in Boston. Mrs John Moody returned. Tues ceived the following invitations:
Susie Auspiund. Marion Upham.
J. Nikolai Korhoncn. 72. of and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Dave
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hook of
The Rug Club will meet at 11 day, from a fishing trip over the
Georgie Rhodes. Gertrude TalenThomaston, died at Ills honn- on Mrs. Archie Bailey.
Sept
18
—
Star
Point
Night
at
Melrose. Mass., spent the weekend
a. m. Tuesday in the Undercroft weeeknd in Northern Maine.
bloom.
Louise
Holbrook.
Lillian
Si

West Meado\v*road. Thursday. H
Ivy
Chapter.
Warren.
Attending
Mrs. Inez Crosby left. Thursday,
of St. John’s Episcopal Church.
monton. Beatrice Richards, and at their home here.
Mis. Annie Davis has been a
was born in Kankaanpaa. Finland
Mr. and Mis. Dale Behnke and
The Woman's Guild and Broth guest of relateivs. the past week, are Mrs. Georgia Durkee, Mrs. March 11. 1«S7. the son of Vikta for a 10-day tiip to Pittsburgh. Pleasant Point
Alice
Simonton. Each Star Point
Pa., to attend the annual session
Ariel Leonard, Mrs. Elizabeth
two ehildi en of Madison. Wiscon
erhood of the Holy Trinity in Massachusetts.
MRS.
FANNIE
DAVIS
received
a
corsage.
Blake. Mrs. Mary Gurney and and Wilimina Korhoncn.
of the International Association of
jv'V’-'Hn Chirch will meet, Wed
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Letters were received from Doro sin. will returned to their home.
Methodist Church services will Mrs. Viiginia Hannon.
Mr. Korhoncn is survived bv Ills Rebekah Assemblies convening at
nesday evening, at the home of enjoy the choir’s return, begining
thy Kennedy. Past Esther, and Friday, after a vacation spent with
widow.
Mis
Ida
Helkamaki
Koi
the
Penn
Sheraton
Hotel.
Sept. 19—Fadette Chapter, York,
i.
« x»xis. jalo Ranta. North this Sunday, for the fail and win
Captain and Mrs. Leslie Young Elsie Packard, Past Electa.
An relatives here. Mrs. Behnke was
honen: two sons, Paul Korhoncn of
Mies Sandra Armstrong, daugh
Waldoboro.
f°'mer Esther Mehuren. Mrs.
ter season. Sunday. September 27, at which time a reception for Thomaston and Oliver Koihoncii ter of Di. and Mrs. J. Sheiavood entertained at their home at a sntertainment was a pantomime of
Plans have been recently made will be observed as Harvest Sun Worthy Grand’ Matron Juanita of New Britain. Conn ; foui
lawn party on Labor Day. Those the Star Points presented by ten Harold Mehuren will return to Con
Armstrong
has
entered
the
NewSessions
and
Grand
Warder
Doro

for a fall paper drive by the par day to be followed by the annual
present were Mrs. Bertha Bates of members of Harbor Light Chapter. necticut with them and visit her
daughters. Mi.-s Sonia Korhoncn
Deaconess
Hospital
ents and members of the senior Harvest Supper and auction of thy Fessenden to be held at York Miss Mary Korhoncn and Mrs. England
Massachusetts,
Mr.
and Mrs. 1 Eastern Star Chapters lepresent- son, Earl Mehuren. and family.
School
of
Nursing.
class.
vegetables on Tuesday. September High School building.
Charles Mixer and Mr. and Mrs. "d were Dunedin of Dunedin. Fla. They have an infant named Hal
Winnifrcd Wotton. all of Thom
The
Pioneer
Girls
will
meet
at
Mrs. J. Edward Marks served 29
Sept. 23- -Grace Chapter. Thom aston and Mrs. Sonja Sunk of
William Saunders of Camden. Mrs. Queen of Sheba. North Scituate. oid Everett.
The “for sale" sign on Blake's
as personal page to the state re
Night. Rockland; a sister. Hilja Nalli of the Chestnut Street Baptist Church Charlotte Gray. Miss Clara Spear. R- I ; Corner Stone. Portland;
Knox Pomona Grange meets for aston. Guest Officers’
on Wednesday, Sept. 23. at 3.30 at
Store has bt en replaced by a
gent, Mrs. Basil Lamb, and Mrs an evening session Wednesday. Harry and Beatrice Burns will at Finland, and 15 gradchildicn.
Mrs.
Helen
Creighton
of
ThomasOrient.
Seaside.
Ivy.
Naomi,
Forthe church vestry.
Warrene Barr served as flag September 23. at Acorn Grange. tend as associate patron and maton. and Mr. and Mrs. Roland get-Met-Not, Golden Rod. Grace, “sold” sifjn and now we may be
Funeral services will be held
There will be a special meeting
able to look forward to a store
page. Tuesday, at the State fall Cushing. Election of officers will ti on.
Sunday at 2.30 p. m. from the on Tuesday evening of Mt. Battle Stimpson and children. Steven and Beach, Primrose. Mt. Carmel,
again. One is needed badly at the
meeting of the Maine Society. be held.
Marguerite, and Marion.
Sept. 28 Seaside Chapter. Cam- Russell Funeral Home in Rock Lodge at 7.30 p. m. Important Pamela.
DAR, in Bath. Others attending
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will hold den. District Deputy Night
At the close of the meeting, re corner.
land.
business
will
be
brought
before
the
were Mrs. Harold Dana, -.ns. a regular meeting. Monday, Sepfreshments were served in the din
Interment will be in the Villag Lodge.
Oct. 6—Garrison Hill. Wiscas
Ruth Rockwell, Mrs. Arthui Elliot. tembei 21. at which Neighboi
ing room by committee members,
Port Clyde
Cemetery in Thomaston.
set, Secretary Night.
The
Chadavae
Club
of
the
Chest

Night will be observed by lodges in
June Merrifield. Adelaide Pette
Oet. 7—Beach Chapter. Lincoln
nut
Street
Baptist
Church
held
its
ALMA
S.
HEAL
the district as guests.
grove. and Marion Cash. Coffee
ville. Guest Officers’ Night. Marie
first meting of the fall season on
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SEA HORSES
Nine members of the Seven Tree Butlf r and Ethel Creighton will WALDOBORO
was poured by Clarence Pendleton,
' Every Monday
Wednesday
evening
at
the
Church
om OE PI N [7 _____
Grange Circle met at Clara Day's.
Harvey Simonton and Vernard
serve as guest officers.
Parlor.
Thr
meeting
was
opened
Stanley Bailey of New Yoik has
Cliarch News
Thursday. Plans were made for
Merrifield.
On Tuesday. Sept. 15. Mr. and joined Mrs Bailey at Martin’s by th
pi esident. Mrs Marjorie: Services at Port Clyde Baptist! The bay window was illuminated
the annua, Grange Fair for Sat
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
PUBLIC PARTY
Mrs Hairy Burns. Mrs. Eva Point.
Stone. Plans were made to hold Church for the week ' ~
urday, October 24, when public
of Sept. 20 by a Harbor Light lamp donated) _ _______________
«7-a
Briggs and Mis. Gladys Creamer
a
rummage
sale
on
Saturday.
Oet.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
S.
Domasica
will
be:
Sunday
at
2
p.
m..
divi
ine
supper, sales tables and entertain
were
guests
at
Harbor
Light
3.
at
the
church
vestry
beginning
LEGION HOME
of
Jersey
City.
N.
J.,
and
Mr.
and
worship with sermon by the pas- j
-—- ——
ment will be held. Committees
Rockport.
Mrs George A. Gosselin of Low at 10 a. m The next meeting will ! tor on the theme. “When He Was I A
w
be announced on October 1
MAVERICK STREET
ell. Mass., have been visiting Mr. he held Wednesday, Oet. 7. with ! Come."
At 3.10, the Church
The Circle will again meet with
Thundering: Truths That Shake Tlw Natioi!
and Mrs. Hector Denommes.
Mrs. Betty Dorr. Mrs. Vera Fitz- School Hour. Tuesday at 7 p. m..
TIME: 7.30 to 10.30
Mrs. Doris Robbins for the clay.
William Gibson of New York is simmons and Mrs Jean Stinson Prayer and Bfble Study Hour.
FREE BUS from Wood’i Taxl^
Camden Theatre
Women's
Community
Club
It
Happens
To Tlw Stroit—The Rich—The Poor!
passing his vacation at his home. as hostesses
i This week we will study the Bible
Stand at 1 o'clock to and/ members are to attend a dinnei
The
Vincent
Winchenbach
of
Milton,
Camden
Garden
Club
will
teaching
on
“
Perfection."
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
from the party
1 party, Tuesday, Sept. 22. at “Pris
Mass., has been visiting relatives
BS-S-tfJ cilla’s”. Winslow Mills. Members
_____
A Story
in town.
"SHANE"
wishing transportation please con
About People
Mrs. Mae Ghre-un has returned
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
ALAN LADD
Lr
Torn From Real Life!
from Massachusetts where she
Sunday:
Continuous from 3.110
spent several weeks.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
shocking
engrossing convincing
ANNOUNCING THE REOPENING OF
Miss Gladys Miller, daughlei of
.Mon.-Tues.; Eve. 6.45-3.45
SEPT. 20-21-22
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller, has en
MADELYN OLIVER DRINKWATER'S
"THE INN OF THE
tered Goiham State Teachers C< ."54-40 or FIGHT I”
lege.
SIXTH HAPPINESS"
SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
The battle cry that
The building committee will m < t
with
INGRID
( I RT at 2 p m., Monday, at the Munici
conquered the
Saturday, September 19
pal Building to open sealed bids
BERGMAN
JURGENS
unconquered!
for a proposed four room addition
Matinee. 2 P. M.
TOW ER ROOM
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
to
the
Miller
Elementary
School
Eve . One Show Only. 7.30 P. M.
Registration — 1.30 to I P. M.
113-lt
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Instruction For All Ages in
ETCHIKA CHQUREAU

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Gould and Mrs. Mary Overlock. Mrs. Lester

son

are occupying the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson for
the winter. They both are on the
teaching stafT at Tenants Harbor.

Adams and Miss Harriet Williams.

Johnson
.

:

TAP - BALLET • TOE * ACROBATIC * BALLROOM DANCING
no-113

Knox
TEL. I.Y 4-.14I

STOCK CAR AND BOMBER RACES
EVERY SUNDAY - 2.30 P. M. - (Rain or Shine)

UNITY

RACEWAY

3 Big Regular Features Karen 3
ST(M K CARS - BOMBERS - LADIES' RACE*

l l.t s

This Week's Added Attraction
THE FAMOUS RAMP RACES

NOW THROUGH TUESDAY
SATt RDAY.

St NDAY,

2.II0-S 3(MI.X>

1 \

Startling: Amarinz'
H!l[t t UORl
SlNMIiOMl

3.IHt-5.45-tt.;«t

EVENING. DAILY ti.3» - x 35

CARY GRANT
EVA MARIE SAINI
JAMES MASON
tiftlD lllttcttl S

_

The Master of
Suspense tells
his greatest tale!

COLOR by DE LUXE
OlNlE

maScop£

OC K L A N D

tsisYrMn rtowncoioi

RIVE-IN

■amisk

HQbT n

(•■Hua-ttfllwaiNElfei*:

Evenings and Sunday**. 80c; Children, all shows, 35c
113-lt

‘ThelBTHd

:

STARTS WEDNESDAY; "THE GLADIATORS"
113-lt

STARTS WED. SEPT. 23

- 4 DAYS ONLY Not Recommended for Children

4s

ENDS SAT.: 2.00-6.4S-8.45 - "THE FIVE
113-lt

ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT: "PORK CHOP HILL" and
"ENCHANTED ISLAND" - Show Starts 7.30
NO SHOW SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY 11J-«

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Mrs. Laura Leach of Elliot was
I a supper guest. Thursday, of Mr
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
and Mrs. Leroy Hunter.
WARREN
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Rev. and Mrs. Orel Ward and i
Correspondent
MISS DORIS HYLER
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
daughter, Susan, Mr. and Mrs i
Correapondent
Telephone LY 4-7648
1 Jesse Keller. Miss Joyce Farmer, j
telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING, SERVICES
Miss Nancy Lofman. Miss Lottie '
relephone CRestwood 4-2088 home
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
The regular meeting of Owls
Ewell, Mrs. Madeline Gray and
Advertisements In thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Head Grange will be held, Tues
daughter, Marilyn, and Mrs. Le
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
day night. Sept. 22. A program
The Day Extension Group will
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
roy
Tolman
and
daughters.
will be presented and refresh
words to a line.
meet Tuesday. September 22. at
Gladys, Josephine and Mary,
ments served.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e., advertisements
the Odd Fellows Hall.
Project
were among those who attended
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
Mrs. Margaret Ross of Wollas the going away party for Keith
will be making of copper jewelry.
for handling, cost 2# cents additlo'al.
ton, Mass., and Miss Florence Rae Crockett of West Rockport. Mr.
Mystery Circle will meet at the
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
of Melrose. Mass., were the week Crockett is leaving soon for
Odd Fellows Hall. Wednesday,
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her Columbia University, New York
September 23. Hostesses are Mrs
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
bert Montgomery.
Ruth Perry. Mrs. Frances Gist
j City.
No classified ads will he accepted without the cash and no book
and Mrs. Etta Weaver. Mrs. Ma
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Mrs.
Herbert
Montgomery,
Miss Laura Tolman of Winches
rion Manner will give the opening.
chairman of the Grange rummage ter, Mass., was a supper guests.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
There will be clinics at the
As received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
sale has announced the date of Thursday, of Mt. and Mrs. Jesse
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Grade School on October 1 for the
Sept. 26 for the sale at the Grand i Keller.
Line.
eighth grade. October 8 for the
Army Hall, Rockland, at 9 a. m.
On Tueday afternoon, Dr. Edna
fifth grade, and October 15 for the
E. Lamson entertained at after
second grade.
noon tea Miss Hazel Ferguson of
FOB SALE
FOB SALE
The Button Club will meet at
Rockville
Queen's Village. Long Island. N.
Pioneer Grange Hall. East Union,
FLORENCE Pallor Heater for
Y.,
Miss
Betty
Smith
of
New
York
GLADS for sale, all colors. 49
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
September 26.
Mrs. Ada Spear
sale, two 8" sleeve burners, con UNION STREET, Camden, (By
City and Miss Anna Bell Suzo of
Correspondent
will be the speaker.
Hostesses
stant level and barrel. TEL. FLeet- Arch). Tel. CEdar 6-3829. *1.00 ,
Farmington
Falls,
formerly
of
Telephone 813-W4
will be Mrs. Ann Farris and Mrs.
wood 4-6355.
___
112-114 dozen.
Jamaica. Long Island, N. Y. Miss
Caioline Williams.
113*115
E-FLAT Saxophone for sale. I__________________ ___
Miss Lottie Ewell spent Monday Ferguson and Miss Lamson had
Tuesday visitors of Miss Martha
TEL. LYric 4-5965.________ 112* 114 I BOY'S 24" English Bike for sale, with her cousin. Mrs. Marie Keene studied with the same voice teach
Studley were Mrs. Blanche Bailey.
good
cond.
TEL.
LYric
4-8722.
er
in
New
York.
’51 DODGE for sale. 4 door, good
i on Lake Avenue in Rockland.
Miss Berdena Warren, and Miss
- '-i,, ‘W ,
113-115
condition, RAH.
TEL. LYric ; ________ ______________
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hunter atThe Meet Again Club met at the
C’.air Hailand, all of Auburn, Miss
4-4097.____________________ 112*114
FLORENCE Parlor Heater for i tended the Maine Safety Con home of Mrs. Isabelle Knowlton.
Fannie Cox of Lewiston. Miss
The next
BEDROOM Set for sale, walnut ! sale, with constant level, excellent ference Convention at the Samo jUiursday evening.
Esther Badger and Miss Sarah
cond..
$50.00.
TEL.
LYric
4-4998
double bed complete with mattress.
set Hotel in Rockland Wednesday meeting will be with Miss Mary
Bailey of Mechanic Falls.
W
113-115 ' evening.
2 dressers, and single mahogany
tf
Tolman.
There will be a Cub Scout Pack
bureau, all in good cond. Priced
WILL Sell Four AKC Cocker
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman and
A new building, which will be used for storage purposes, is being built on a vacant lot on the west meeting, the first of the season,
reasonably.
TEL. LYric 4-4113 Spaniel Pups week of Sept. 21st to family were dinner guests. Sun
Maine applies have outstanding ern side of the Maine State Prison in Thomaston, between the prison walls and Barracks “D" of the at the Knights of Pythias Hall,
after 5 p. m.
112-114 29th inclusive at half price, to day. of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh color and flavor.
Maine State Police. Warden Allan Robbins said Thursday that the 100 by 30 foot, one story building, is Thursday. September 24. from 7
make
room.
REED
’
S
COCKER
WOOD or Coal Furnace for saie.
being constructed from lumber reclaimed from buildings which have been torn down in the past. The pic to 8 p. m.
Blaisdell in Stockton Springs.
The meetings will be
KENNELS.
61
Pea*
’
!
Street,
Cam

MRS. RAYMOND DOW. Tel. CRest
ture shows the frame of the building has been completed. Robbins hopes that the job will be completed limited to one hour. Warden Win
Miss Rebecca Glasmann of
TO
LET
den.
Tel.
CEdar
6
3093.
113*115
wood 4-2853. Call evenings after 5:30
before frost sets in.
Photo by Shear
field Gordon will show a film on
WOOLEN Trailer for sale. 4x6. Arlington. Mass., was a weekend
p. m._____________________ 111-113
FOUR Room Furn. Apt. with
guest of Miss Emma Brewster.
firearm safety.
The September
almost
new.
with
cover.
$190.
MC

LATE Model Chevrolet Dump
through Northern Maine and into gift from the church. Crockett theme is Hobbits and Pets. Dyson
bath to let. heated, electricity and
Truck wanted. 3 yard dump, heavy- KENZIE. Tel. LYric 4-4958
hot
water
furn.
TEL.
LYric
4-4320.
Canada.
will leave. Sunday, for New York Jameson will meet with the par
West Rockport
COTTAGES
duty single speed rear end. 6 cyl. _ _________________________113*115
_____________ ____________ 113*115
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cochran. to attend Columbia University, ents during the divided meeting.
PLANTING Time for Hol’and
Write POST OFFICE BOX C.
MRS.
MABEL
HEALD
ONE Large Fiont Room to let.
Sr., and Robert and Barbara where he has a fellowship from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wyllie will
COTTAGE to let on the shore at
Searsport. Maine.
111-113 Bu’bs - Tulips. Hyacinths. Crocus
Correspondent
113*115
Ladd have moved from the cot the State Department of Educa leave for Chicago. September 28.
Tel. LYric 4-4927, TEL. LYric 4-4820.
45’ LIBERTY Trailer for sale. and' Daffodils for sale at DEAN'S Spruce Head.
MODERN 10 Room House to let.
tage they have been occupying at tion.
81*tf
Mr. Wyllie will enter his last year
May be seen at DAIRY JOY. Mave NURSERY. 325 Oid County Road, TED SYLVESTER. SR.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wade Mirror Lake to South Hope.
by ‘he month or year. TEL. LYric
A group of about 30 people of study in social service work at
113-tf >
rick Square.
Ill*,116 Tei. LYric 4-8008.
and
son
Larry
have
returned
to
4-8893.
113-115
Harvey Lunden is on vacation joined in wishing Keith God the University of Chicago.
1948 CHEVY 2 Door“for~salc?!
BEAL ESTATE
ONE Wood Heater and One Oil
FOUR Room Heated Apt. to let; their home on Mt. Pleasant Street from his duties with the State speed as he leaves to further his
Warren Grange will go for a
Heater for sale; a.so. early Stanley Car. be seen at 206 OLD COUNTY
Mrs.
Wade
and
Larry
have
been
also,
2
room
furn.
apt.
with
flash
113*115.
Six Room Cape Cod
Highway Department.
education and eventually receive mystery ride. Tuesday. September
moulding plane, complete with cut ROAD
34
FULTON
STREET.
Tel.
LYric
in
Appleton
during
the
past
two
PUPPIES for sale. 6 weeks old. with bodern bath. 2 cat garage,
his doctor's degree in education. 22. Members please meet at the
ters, 2 brass boat propellors. Tel.
Farewell Party
months, where she helped in the
priced.
ARTHUR lovely view of water. Priced at I 4-4796.________________ 113-tf
LYric 4-7202 . 36 OLD COUNTY reasonably
The group finally adjourned to the hald by 7 p. m.
Following
prayer
meeting.
Wed

FURNISHED Room to let.
84 blueberry picking. Mr. and Mrs
ROAD, Rockland.
110-115 I PEASE. JR.. Thomaston. Tel $9800.
church dining room where refresh
Oliver Holden returned. Thurs
Cape Cod Home
| PARK STREET.
112-117 Wade recently accompanied rela nesday evening, the group present
113-115
ments of sandwiches, cup cakes, day, from a fishing party at Ko1948 DESOTO 2 Door Sedan for I FLeetwood 4-6576.
adjourned
to
the
church
audi

two bedrooms, kitchen, living room
ROOM
and
Board
to
let.
TEL.
tives
on
a
trip
to
Moosehead
KITCHEN
Set
for
sale,
natural
sale, good cond. $75. TEL. LYric
torium for a hymn sing, selection cookies, punch and coffee were kadjo. The party was made up
fireplace and bath, ideal loca FLeetwood 4-2432.
112-117
4-4277
106*tf wood lacquered, extension table. 6 with
from
Rockiand.
Massachusetts
tion Priced at $12,800
by the choir and a vocal duet by served
chairs
and
serving
table.
Like
GUNS AND AMMUNITION
WANTED Rev. Orel Ward and daughter.
New- Listing
and Connecticut sporsmen.
Church Notes
new
TEL.
FRontier
2-6278.
— FOR RENT —
Bought. Sold and Traded
Kenneth Starrett was the week
Miss Susan Ward, accompanied
The first session of the Sunday
__________________________ 113-115 S.x room house - thiee looms down
* Hospital Beds
DICK SMITH
CHILDREN wanted to care for in
and three bedrooms upstairs.
School following the summer va end visitor of his grandfather, Fred
AKC Reg. German Shepherd Yours for only $3500.
* Mattresses
650 Main Street
Tel. LYric 4-8927
home by day or evening. TEL by Mrs. Burton Bickmore
During this session. Mrs. Henry cation will be held this com’ng Starrett. Kenneth came here from
• Bed Side Rails
____________________________ 101-tf Pups for sale. 10 weeks old. j
LYric 4-5133.
113*115
Many other listings
Keller gave a few remarks ex Sunday. Sept. 20. at 10.30 a. m a visit with his mother in Port
• Folding Wheel Chain
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors, NESTORI PAKIN. Route 220
TRUE HVL1.
GIRL 18 or over wanted for pressing the appreciation of the following the worship service of land and will return there, before
* Invalid Walkers
112*114
Awnings and Siding for sale KEN- Washington. Tel. 17-12.
Realtor
lunchroom work, must be able to church for Keith Crockett’s part
• Bed Tables
returning to New York City, where
USED Appliances for sale, auto
the church
NISTON BROS., Tel. Rockland
Tenants Harbor, Maine
make change. Room, board and
he is located.
Tel. LYric 4-8011
in
supplying
music
in
the
church
LYrick 4-5424 or CRestwood 4-2686 matic washer., $129; Norge refrig
Tel. FRontier 2-6311
salary.
Write HAZEL WOOD
Dorcas Jones went to Bangor,
______ __ ____________
15-tf erator. $90; wood and gas com
Member of the
services and as superintendent of
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
BURY. East Eddington. Maine.
September 13. to enter Husson Col
ROCK I 4 vp
Following MARTINSVILLE
CEMENT
Gravel,
Driveway bination range. $125; oil and elec Penobscot Bay Board of Realtors 879 MAIN ST
113*115 the Sunday School.
113-115
lege.
Her address is 174 Cedar
Gravel, Mortar Band and Fill for tric combination lange. $250: port
Church News
140-S-tf
this. Crockett was presented with
SECRETARY desires part-time
sa,e. NEIL RUSSELL. Tel. LYric able TV. $70 SEARS. ROEBUCK
Mr. and Mrs. Fieemont
FOR SALE
Ridge Baptist Church. Rev. Street.
an amplified edition of the Bible
position.
Call
after
6
p.
m.
or
AND
CO.
112-113,
4-5667 .
96-tf
No. 1 Located on No. 1 high
FOUR Room Unfurnished Apt. to w» • k« nds FLeetwood 4-6132. 113-lt by Rev. Orel Ward, who also led Thurber R Weiler, pastor. Sunday Jones, her parents, accompanied
'56 PONTIAC 4 Door for sale, way of an estimated 500 feet front let. upstairs. 20 ORANGE STREET
WE are specializing in clothes
the hymn sing. The Bible is a Schoo! at 9:30 a m. Morning wor her.
MAN wanted for office and light
for the chubby girl. 8’s - 14)4; sub standatd shift, good con.. 29.000 age. The dwelling is of Cape Cod __________________________ U2*114
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Spear will
ship at 10:30 a. ni.
Fellowship
TEL. CRestwood style, with one of those much de
delivery work. 3:30 to 6:30 p. ni
teens, 10*4 to 14*4. New back to m les. $1,000
supper at 6 p. m. followed by eve spend the weekend at West New
THREE or Four Room Apt. to daily. Ail day Saturday. 6 hours
SERVICES
senool clothes now in stock CHIT, 4-2159.____________________ 112-114 sired fans over the fiont door. Has
ning program.
Monday. Sunday field as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
DREN'S SPECIALTY SHOP 405 | LAWN Boy Power Mower for a full bath, several fireplaces, hot let. with flush. TEL. FLeetwood Sunday Compensation $1.00 hour.
4 6*47_____________________ 111*113 Write M. W.. c< The CourierPOWER Burners cleaned and School workers’ conference at 8 G Raymond Lehrer.
water heat.
Main Street. Tel. LYric 4-5122, City. sale. 20 FRANKLIN STREET.
THREE Room Furn. Heated Apt. Gazette advising age and qualifi serviced
Fire boxes built by a p. m. at the home of Mrs. Elwood
No. 2. There are three letting
_______________________ 83-tf
__
_ __________ 111*113,
Church News
to let. Garage available. TEL. cations.
113-115 Licensed man D:op a caid to WIL Brown. Tuesday, Bible study at
EARLY American Furniture for
Warren Baptist Church. Moi li
1919 BUICK Dynafiow Convertible cottages foi summer tourists, an LYric 4-5823.
111*113
LIAM
RUUSKA.
St.
George.
Maine.
7:30 p. m. Wednesday, choir re ng worship service. 10 a. m..
USED Three Piece Bathroom
sale,
also China and Glass. fo: saie. excellent condition. TEL apple orchard., ample land, around
THREE Room Unfurn. Down Set wanted. Must be fairly mod __________________________ 112*114 hearsal at 7:30 p. ni. Thursday, Church School. 11:10, and evening
HOBBY ANTIQUE SHOP. Route 17, LYric 4-7031.
111*113 five acres.
No. 3. This is an oceanfront stairs Apt. to let. CALL LYric ern and priced reasonably. White
TYPING wanted to do at home Ladies’ Circle meeting at 1:30 service, 7 p. m.
Union Closed Sundays
76-114
PLUMS for sale” 20 FRANKLIN property, suitable for a herring and 1-4217 or 4-8348.
111*113 BON XYZ.
The Courier-Gazette. MRS ALFRED STORER Tel. p. ni . at the parsonage.
USED COI.F RALLS
STREET.
111*113 salmon weir.
Second Congregational Church:
113-115
THREE Room Furnished Apt. to
112-114 LYric 4-8182.
FOR SALE
EIGHT Tons Baled Bluebeny Hay
Men who nurse grievances are Church School at 9 o’clock. MornHOUSEHOLD Refrigerators and
Excellent condition, famous brand for sale. DOLHAM. Tel. CRest No. 4. This is the kind of prop let. heated, all modern. Call at 100
PART-TIME Worku with cat
ng worship service. 10:30 a. m.
erty where anyone willing to work UNION STREET. City.
111*113 wanted. $1.25 an hour to deliver Appliances repaired. Call CRest of little use for other purposes.
names. $2. $3. $4. and $5 per dozen wood 3-2861.
111*113 can earn much more than a living.
A Dean Lundstrom. the pastor,
Free package of tees with every
Fuller Products. Wiite MANAGER. wood 3-2848, ROBERT EMERY.
INTERNATIONAL. Williamson Am very familiar with this1 out
retui ns to the Bangor Theological
____
100*123
dozen.
GEORGE HEATH, 26
56 Grove Street. Lewiston, Maine.
MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT
Semin i:v. Tuesday. September 22,
Holmes Street. Rockiand.
74*tf American Standard Forced Air fit and do recommend it fully.
112*&*113
General Carpentry
Thanks for reading.
Automatic Oil Heating Systems for
to resume his studies.
6 ROOM DUPLEX
WILLIAM LEHTINEN
NEW Traps for sale, $3 each sale, installed complete. Our 27th
EXPERIENCED Waitress want
HIRKY- HURRY - HURRY
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
Full Bath, Modern Kitchen,
Complete inventory- of tiap stock year. Statewide. Galvanized or
ed for part-time work. 5 p. ni. to Tel. FRontier 2-6251 - St. George
COASTAL MOTOR SALES. INC
163 Main Street
Garage, Large Yard for Chil
on hand
INDEPENDENT LOB aiuminum pipes.
9 p. in Apply in person. KNOX _____________________ 105-117
Camden, has six cars that must go
Large supply
Rockland, Maine
dren, Garden Spot.
Interior
STER CO., Tillson Avenue, Rock fuel tanks. 1 day completes. Write
RESTAURANT._____________ 112-tf
GENERAL Contracting. block this week. Terms as low as $5.00 Tenants Harbor
Tel. LYric 4-7173
Newly Redecorated.
Electric
land.
67-tf SUPERIOR HEATING CO.. INC..
foundations,
chimneys,
fireplaces;
WINDOW Washing Jobs wanted
per week may be arranged.
113-115
Water Heater, Oil Furnace.
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
113-115
TEL LYric 4-4384.
111*113 also, asphalt, roofing and general
351 Sherwood Street. Portland. Tel.
FOR SALE at 317 Broadway Reference}* Required.
Correspondent
carpentering.
P.
E.
WEBBER,
248
SPruce 3-8617.
YOUNG
Man.
26.
wants
office
TO
GIVE
AU
AY
For a buyer who appreciates the
Telephone FR 2-6394
PHONE LYric 4-5484 or
Thomaston Street, Rockland Tel.
111*125 best, this 6 room house has ex
work.
High
school
grad.,
with
8
Four
six-week
old
pupp..s.
DEX
EVENING LYric 4-5603
94-tf TER J. NELSON. East Union. Tel.
WANT TO GO LOBSTER FISHING ceptionally beautiful interior; wall
months business college training LYric 4-7124.
112-113
DRESS Making and Miscella STate 5-3JV2.
Church News
and 4 years experience in an office.
A complete outfit for sale: 28' to wall carpeting, knotty pine li
113*115
MRS
boat - Chrysler engine 5 years old. brary, fireplace, ceramic tile bath,
References. Write BOX YM. c; neous Sewing wanted.
At th,' Tenants Harbor Baptist
Beal The Price
AHOY!
RUTH
RUSSELL,
Tel.
LYric
MODERN Attractive 4 Room The Courier-Gazette.
330 traps in water. 70 traps on hot water heat.
111*113
Reduced to
Church. Rev. Harold A Haskell,
ISLESBORO COMMUTERS
Increase Buy Today
4-5667.
85-tf
wharf.
Furniture in a 7 room $13,000 foi quick sale. SECURITY Unfurn. Apt. to let on Camden
Beat the high cost of Ferry Fares. pa.-tor. services (or the week of
Street,
with
bath,
hot
water
heathome with electric lights. Work REAL ESTATE CO. Dorothy
PIANO Tuning. MAINE MUSIC Buy one of our used cars for use Sept 20 will be: Sunday at 9.15
Carload
shop full of equipment, such as a Dietz, across from Village Green, nrr system, elec, refrig, and stove.
CO., City. Tel. LYric 4-4941
on the mainland. It will soon pay a. nt . Church School hour; 10.30
TEL.
LYric
4-8011
or
LYric
4-5421.
fisherman requires, over 500 buoys, Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2117 or
109-tf for itself. Prices from $95 00 up
Tractors
divine worship. The choir will
105-tf
nylon heads for 200 traps, bottles 5-3240.
113-lt
RALPH L. RICHARDS
COASTAL MOTOR SALES. INC.. sing and the sermon theme will
10,000 Gallon Tank for Culvert
all strapped for same.
Cement
FURN. Room to let. 9"UNION
Floor
Sanding
Service
Tom
Aylward,
Elm
Street.
Cam

Bulk Coolers
Give Dimensions and Price
You LIST WITH BICKNELL
rocks for over 200 traps, 6 butts
STREET.
111*113
Have refinished over 6.000 floors in den, Maine
118-115 io entitlied "Hindering Spirits";
bait just salted, a skiff and a new
6 p m.. the BYF and Junior Fel
APT. to let, 2 rooms and bath. Write Hl7, Box 395, Waterville last 20 years in Knox County. Tel
Water Pumps
SEPTIC
Tanks
and
Cesspools
mooring just put down.
Other c YOU who want to sell f Major appliances furnished. TEL.
113-lt LYric 4-5281, 25 Franklin Street. cleaned and serviced. Prompt 24 lowship meetings for all young
things too numerous to mention.
61-tf hour service. Same prices as in people nine years of age and
LYric 4-7653 evenings
91-tf
Milkers
Also 600 feet !4” rope, mostly new. g property for ALL CASH ...
FLOOR SANDING
Oid Orchard C E FENDERSON thiough high school; 7. the Gospel
FIVE Room Apt. with bath and
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
All for $4500
Wiite Box TRAP.
SERVICE
SANITARY SERVICE. Rockiand. Hour featuring Song-Time and
Forage
The Courier-Gazette.
phone REALTOR Charles ? garage to let. Newly decorated, Three or four room furn. apt., AND RKFINISHING
Work Guaranteed
Tel. LYric 4-8762.
102*113 special music. The exening mes
111*113 •S BICKNELL NOW !!! LYric | first class neighborhood. SOUTH have one older child. TEL. LYric
Harvesters
RAYMOND M RICHARDS
ARD. Tel. LYric 4-7066.
96-tf. 4-5005.
sage will be on the theme “Christ
110*113
WILL GO ANYWHERE
KENMORE Wringer Washing
120 North Main Street. Rockland
For inside or outside painting, The Deliverer”: 8.15. Choir re
30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
SECRETARY wanted to work in
Machine for sale
TEL LYric 1 4-5709
Spreaders
Tel. LYric 4-5796
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
$1.96 a month. A. C. M*’ doctor's office. TEL. CEdar 6-3195.
4-7308.___________________ 111-113 —
< et
58-tf BRIDGES. JR. The best of work hearsal in the Sanctuary. Wed
* Remember, nothing is too J LOON COMPANY, Tel. LYric
All On The
nesday at 7 p. m. the Hour of
_ __
109-114
GREEN and Vine Ripened Toma r;
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
fully guaranteed
Tel. Rockland Power Service. This week we
4-6024.______________________ 115-tf
large or too small
Old Price
WOULD like a nice elderly lady i
toes for pickling for sale, $1 bushel; ~
SERVICE
LYric
4-7205.
47-tf
lor us to handle,
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let, to board as one of the family. TEL. |
will study the Bible teaching on
also, other vegetables, at farm. co
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
BEST TRADES
free lights and water, 2 to 4 rooms, CEdar 6-3158.
" 112*114
113-tf
A J BEOTE. Union. Tel. STate
■‘Perfection.” Bring your Bibles
CESSPOOLS
AND
SEPTIC
TANKS
7
Broad
Street
PRICES & TERMS
heated and unheated, $7 to $10 a
5-3529.
109* P5
MAN Wanted to work on poultry
Cleaned, repaired and installed. and friends.
naNXDIH HJ.I.M XSIT
Tel. LYric 4-8140
week.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
Broadway.
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
farm. Apply in person. L. B. _____________________________68-tf Automatic cleaning equipment.
1955 CHEVROLET Truck for
FIVE Room Single House for Tel. LYric 4-4505. or 77 Park Street, ROKES, Cobb Road, Camden
Waterville
sale, 3$ ton 6x8 rack body. $695; sale, nice location.
The world will be a better plac
COPIES made of important Free inspection and estimates.
DONALD Tel T.Vrin 4_Q7U
___________________________ 103-tf papers, discharge papers, deeds, SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally in which to live when people b(
also, 1953 Ford 1 ton truck. $435; HUNTLEY, 16 Simmons Street.
owned
and
operated.
Tel.
Camden
1949 International farm truck. 6x12 Tel, LYric 4-1129___________112-114
LOBSTERS wanted in large or birth certificates. While yon waif
come more eager in their frienc
CEdar 6-2687
17-tt
dump body. $295; 1952 Olds 88 4
<mall amounts. SPRUCE HEAD
ships than their enmities.
SEVEN Room House for sale in SERVICE STATION FOR RENT LOBSTER CORP., Tel. Rockland at GIFFORD’S, Rockland.____ 61-tf
door.
$200;
1950
Nash.
$100.
Used
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
Ho-b-ii6
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service.
Thornas‘on. approx, one acre of
tires
and
used
parts.
C.
G.
In
Rockland
Camden
area.
LYric
4-482
2.
_________________
44-tf
Tf
it
is
water
you
need,
write
Ask for it at your local store or at
TESTED—GUARANTEED
Poverty is no disgrace—it’s just
HAYES, North Nobleboro. 113-115 ’.and. handy location, house needs Good opportunity for right man
R W DRINKWATER. Wei! Drill
MASON Work. Chimneys and GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Maine.
USED APPLIANCES
'epair. Priced to sell. TEL. LYric willing to work and run his own
unhandy and gets monotonous.
ing
Contractor.
P.
O.
Box
135.
Cam

Foundations, built new or repaired.
Refrigerators, Electric Ranges.
1-tf
4-8014_____________________ 112*114 business. Paid training period.
den. Tel CEdar 6-2768. Installment,
General repair work, carpentering
Gas Ranges, Automatic Washers A
BOATS AND MOTORS
LITTLE ft HOFFSES
NEW 3 Room House for sale. 1
Modest
capital
required.
For
plan also available, no down payand asphalt roofing. Write VARDryer®, Wringer Washers.
AL
Building
Contractors
KNOX COUNTY
land. 1 mile from Lincolnville particulars, write
men necessary. Member of New
NUM E. NCKLES, Box 493. of Teh
12' PLYWOOD Boat with 7*v acre
BERT E. MacPHAIL, INC., 449
Tel.
FLeetwood
4-2440
or
4-2473
TRAVEL BUREAU
Center on state road 173, furnished,
England
and
National
Associations.
LYric
4
-7181,
_________________
43-tf
horsepowei
motor
for
sale,
both
1
Main Stn et Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf
BOX I.. A. 1.
50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine
Airline Reservations
>1900 cash. See after 5 p. m. and
84f
% THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metals. Rags Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
LX?AM for sale for lawns, shrubs, year old. $250. CALL FLeetwood Saturdays and Sundays. EDWARD
and Ticketing
ft
2495
afU
;
5
m.
112-114
100-tf and Batteries.
flower gardens NEIL RUSSELL
Foundations - Chimneys
TEL. LYric 4-5010
BUZZELL, Lincolnville.
112-114
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Tel. LYric 4-5667
48-tf ( 27’ LOBSTER Boat for sale, with
Remodeling and House Builders
572 Main Street
Rockland
HUNTING Camp in Washington
Rockland
Free Estimates
106-117
DUNLOP Imported Tires for* traps and gear. Will trade for land. for sale, 40 acres, electricity, $500
THREE Room Heated Unfurn. Leland Street
E.
T.
Nelson,
Inc.
•ale, for all Snorts and Foreign, CALL CEdar 6-2659 after 5 p. ni cash; also, gas and oil range, $50. Apt. with bath to let. Electric re
111*116!
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE.
TEL. LYric 4 5034
111*113 frig and stove. TEL. LYric 4-4863
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
INC., Tel. LYric 4-5250, Rockland I
95-tf
NEIGHBORHOOD
Stoic
for
sale,
________
_____ __________9-tf
PLEASANT
4
Room
Upstairs
Un

HEARTH ACHES
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
stock and fixtures, across from
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
KILROY'S
BABY Parakeets. Cages. Stands
schoo'i. Write "STORE”. G The furn. Apt. to let. Hot water. Adults
and Toys for sale. Also, complete
only.
TEL.
LYric
4-414
7,
91
-tf
First Choice Used Cars
Courier-Gazette.
111-113
CLOSING - OUT SALE
TEXACO HAS FOR LEASE
I
use oi Dird foods for ’keets, cana
TEL. LY 4-4481
ROCKLAND]
TWO Room Furn. Apt" to let.
ries, cockatiels, love birds, parrots
(ON A GAI.I.ONAGE BASIS)
F. G PRTEST. 109 Park Street.
BT. I. NEW COUNTY BD f
NOW GOING ON
and finches
FOREST VIEW
Tel. LYric 4-8101.
110-tf
104-tll
ni-ir
AVIARIES. 9 Booker Street, Thom
MODERN
SERVICE
STATION
Cousens' Realty
SLEEPING Rooms to let. TEL.
aston. Maine, Mrs. C. A. Swift,
LYric 4-4160 after 5 p. m.
199-121
Prop., Tel. FLeetwood 4-6277 . 7-tf
Business Opportunities
ON U. S. ROUTE 1 IN WALDOBORO
FIVE Room Apartment with bath
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings , to let. Call at 89A PARK STREET
A GOING BUSINESS.
ular $10.95 for $6 95
NORTH
PAID TRAINING TO MAN SELECTED.
or Tel. LYric 4-4053.
112-114
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
170 Maverick Street
An Excellent ()p|M>rtiinity For the Right Man.
FOR LEASE: Beautiful Mobile
Thomaston.
1-tf
Home Lots in Camden, near town
TEL LYric 4-5160
FOR DETAILS CALL LY 4-5961, EVENINGS CE 6-3271
PIPE FOR SALE
on black road. Ideal location. In
in-tf
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
Across From Golf Coarse
quire ALBERT HOFFSES Tei
low prices. BICKNELL MFG CO.,
WANTED
CEdar
6-2172.
Camden
106*117
Lime Street
1-tf

New Prison Storage Building Going Up

Owls Head

WANTED

APPLIANCE SALESMAN

KILROY'S

CLOSING - OUT SALE

"They said this week's program

NOW GOING ON

would be a real shocker!"

m-iisl

^--»»oo«*£Ssffrrcoio»ci»

HOUSE Lot for sale, corner of
Highland and Masonic. 125 x190’.
$1,350. Write K R WEEKS Pond
Road. Manchester. Maine. 93*99-tf
BUSINESS Opportunity on Main
Street: 3 story brick building for
sale. <41 Mein Stret. TEL. LYric
MOM

8$-tf

PROPERTIES TO BUY OR SELL
Contact

DON HENRY AGENCY
Ml PARK KT

BOCKLAND
112-tf

HEART OF MAINE EXTERMINATING SERVICE
Exterminating of AH Kinds

ABOVE AVERAGE BENEFITS, PAY AND WORKING
CONDITIONS. APPLY

For Free Estimates Write or Phone;
«l CHURCH ST.
DEXTER. ME.
TEL. WAIker 4-33S3
AH Work Guaranteed

SEARS, ROEBUCK ft CO.

S-S-tt

112-1

6*

MARRIED IN WINDSOR CEREMONY
<■««*

Selectman and Mrs. Cleveland;
Eaton of Little Deer Isle recently
visited his sisters. Mrs. Sadie
Gray, Washington Street, and
Mrs. Mae Gray, Fales Street;
alto his nephew, Sheldon Eaton.
Beech Street.

Mi. and Mrs. Clive McEachein ,
and daughter Margaret of Chai
lottetown. Prince Edward Island
have been the recent guests ol Mi
and Mis. Wilson Langan. 10 Hal!
Street.

The first meeting of the year oi
the North School PTA will be held
at the school. Monday evening at
7:30. It will be a get acquainted
meeting for parents and teachers
who will be able to discuss their
problems. On display will be -he
new books that were purchased by
the organization for the school li
brary. On the refreshment com
mittee. which is made up of seventh
grade mothers, ate Mrs. Roscoe
Gross. Mis. Charlies Blaisdell. Mis.
Richard Leavitt, and Mrs. Arthur
Schofield.

Miss M. Lucille Nason. Four
County Tuberculosis chairman,
has returned from the New Eng
land Tuberculosis Conference held
at the Mayflower Hotel in Ply
mouth. Mass. She served as a
member of the resolutions com
mittee there.

Fifty-two Colonist Pioneer Girls
Mrs. Norma Watson. 216 Cedar met. Wednesday evening, at the
Street, is a medical patient at First Baptist Church for their
first fail meeting. Guide Mar
Knox Hospital.
jorie Argyle had charge of the
Miss Mary L. Soule, daughter of meeting and gave the Bible Ex
Dr. and Mrs. Gilmore Soule. 52 ploration, Guide Carol Elwell led
Gay Stret, will enter Colby Junior the songfest, and* Guides Fannie
College. New London. N. H.. Sun Copeland and Millicent Rackliff
day, as a member of the freshman conducted the handwork period,
the girls making acorn lapel
class.
pins.
An evening cookout is
Mrs. Ma rion Lindsey has re planned for Saturday. Each gir’
turned to het home at 23 Water is to bring her own lunch and the
Street after spending the summei bus will leave the church at 6
p. m.
at South Thomaston.

te

Mrs. Belle Frost is at her home.
158 North Main Street recuperat
ing after a ‘suigical operation at
Knox County Genera! Hospital.

Gordon Wotton of The Courier- I
Gazette advertising staff is on a .
Nu Chapter of Delta Kappa week’s vacation.
Gamma was recently entertained
1
at the home of the president. Miss
The installation of officers of
Priscilla Noddin. Miss Noddin re Rockland Assembly. Order of Rain
ported on the regional convention
bow Girls, will be held. Tuesday
which was held at Poland Spring in evening. September 22. at 8 o’clock
June and also the highlights of the
A short business meeting will be
Northeast
Regional Convention
held starting at 7 o'clock. The in
which was held at Hartford. Conn.,
stalling officer is retiring worthy
in August.
The Delta Kappa
advisor. Gypsy Converse, assisted
Gamma international scholarship
by installing marshal. Elizabeth
was discussed and refreshments
Munsey; installing chaplain. Elea
were served by the hostess follow
nor Welch; and installing recorder
ing the meeting. Those attending
Ruth Brewer.
were: Mrs. Priscilla Crockett. Mrs
Esther Rogers. Mrs. Nancy Lamb
Mrs.
Madelyn
Drinkwater’s
and Mrs. Martha Viik. all of Rock school of the dance will resume
land; Mrs. Phyllis Monroe. Mrs classes on Saturday. Sept. 26.
Barbara Riley. Mrs. Shirley Brawn Registration for the classes will
Mrs. Evelyn Brown, Mrs. Evelyn be held at the Community Build
Goodwin and Mrs. Anna Keating ing on Saturday. Sept. 19. from
all of Camden: Mrs. Wilma Rhodes
1.30 to 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
of Rockport; Mrs. Pearl Robinson
Children from the age of three
of Thomaston; and Mrs. Norma
through high school are eligible
Tiffany of Cushing.
It was an
for instruction in tap. ballet, toe
nounced that a workshop will be
and acrobatic dancing. Special
held at the Hotel Sedgewick in
classes in ballroom dancing and
Bath on Saturday. October 3
etiquette will be conducted for
"Bud" Sprowl is now abanager of pre-teens and teen-agers.
Bitler's Flying “A”, Park Street,
Joseph Anastasio has returned to
next to Sampsqn's Market.
He
welcomes his old and new cus , the School of Fine and. Applied
tomers. Stop in today.
101-tf Arts in Portland.

tail x HwO

Mrs. Warren N. Genthner
The Windsor Methodist Church,
decorated w.th white gladioli, was
the scene on Saturday. Sept. 19.
at 2 p. m. of the wedding of
Marion E. Dufour, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred J. Dufour
of Windsor to Warren N. Genthner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roland A.
Genthner. Waldoboro. The double
ring ceremony was performed by
Rev. Philip Palmer of the Waldo
boro Methodist Churches. Tradi
tional music was played by Mrs.
Chester Colby of Coopers Mills.
Soloist Mrs. Wilfred Linton of
Gardiner, accompanied by Mrs.
Donald Clark of Farmingdale,
sang, “Because” and “Lord’s
Prayer.”
The bride, given by her father
in marriage, wore a floor length,
bouffant styled gown of imported
French lace over tulle, fashioned
with a Sabrina neckline and long
pointed sleeves.
Her fingertip
veil of illusion net was caught to
a crown embroidered with seed
pearls and sequins. She carried
a uhite testament centered with
an orchid and stephanotis stream
ers.
The matron of honor. Mrs. Rich
ard Genthner of Waldoboro, wore
a rose colored floor length buffant
styled gown of silk organza with
lace trim fashioned with a scal
loped peplum which matched the
scalloped neckline. Her illusion
veil was caught to a sequin tiara.
She carried a colonial bouquet
which matched her dress.
The bridesmaids. Mrs. William
Gcff. Jr., of Windsor and Mrs.
Grace Parlin of Waldoboro, wore
blue floor length, bouffant styled
gowns of silk organza with lace
trim, fashioned with a scalloped
neckline and matching scalloped
peplum. They! wore sequin tiaras
with matching illusion lace and
Colonial bouquets which matched
their dresses.
The best man was Maurice Perry

of Rockland and Wilfred J. Dufour. Jr., of Windsor and John Parlin, Jr., of Waldoboro were ushers.
The bride’s mother wore a royal
blue dress of silk with a white
feather l^tt.
The bridegroom’s
mother wore a powder blue silk
dress with a rose colored hat.
Their dresses were complimented
with white Ruben Lily corsages.
A reception was held at the Wind
sor Town Hall immediately follow
ing the ceremony. The decorations
were gladioli and poms.
Mrs.
Melvin Haven of Quincy, Mass.,
circulated the guest book.
The
gift table was in charge of Mrs.
Edward Pulsifier of Falmouth
Foreside and Miss Harriet Luca
of Lewiston. The reception hostess
was Mrs. Carroll York of Windsor.
Those who assisted in serving were
Miss Bertha Taylor of Gardiner,
Mrs. Lloyd Clark of Windsor, Miss
Marion Taylor of Gardiner, Mrs.
Avery Colby of Somerville and Mrs.
Kenneth Morrill of Windsor.
After the reception, the couple
left on a wedding trip of unan
nounced destination.
The bride
chcse as her traveling ensemble a
moss green dress of pure silk with
moss green and beige accessories.
After October 1. they will be at
home in Waldoboro.
Out of town guests were from
Waldoboro. Augusta. Rockland.

Members of the Tonian Circle of
Mrs. Marjorie Mayo is now the
nodal reporter for The Courier- :the Universalist Church met. Wed
Gazette. She will observe office nesday evening, at the home of
Gardner, Portland and Quincy,
boars at the newspaper plant daily Mrs. George St. Clair, Rankir.
Mass.
Street,
for
a
pot
luck
supper.
Folfrom 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. The news
The bride graduated from WindI
lowing
supper
a
short
business
paper telephone Is LYric 4-4401.
sor rammar School. Ersk.ne Acad
After office hours and on Saturdays ■ meeting was held during which
emy. South China, and Gates Busi
and Sundays, she will receive calls Mrs. Donald Far rand was appoint
ness College, Augusta.
She be
at her home, the telephone of which ed president; Mrs. Carl Freeman
longs to the Windsor Grange and
la LYric 4-7240.
The Courier- vice president; and Miss Gladys
attends the Windsor Methodist j
Gazette wiU welcome all social Blethen. re-appointed secretaryChurch.
She is employed as a
treasu:
er,
for
the
com
ng
year.
news from the public generally and
secretary in the Adjutant General
The
first
regular
meeting
of
the
appreciate calls.
tf
Department in Augusta.
1 fall season will be October 7 at
The bridegroom graduated from
the G.en Cove home of Mis. WilWaldoboro High School.
He be-i
i liams Robbins. Present. Wednes
longs to the Lions Club and the
day evening, were Mrs. Alfred
KNOX HOTEL
Waldoboro Chamber of Commerce
Benner. Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Miss
and is self employed as a free
THOMASTON
Margaret Nutt. Miss Katherine
lance photographer.
Veazie. Mrs. Frederic Lewis. Mrs.
Sunday Dinner
Earle MacWil’.iams, Mrs. Esther
Daughters of Union Veterans
Long. Mrs. Freeman. Mrs. Robbins
Chief Warrant Officer and Mrs.|
will hold the first meeting of the Richard Bowden and family are
and Mrs. Farrand.
Special
season at the Grand Army Hall the guests of his mother. Mrs.
Svlvanus R Polity (Robin) cele with a supper at 6 p m.
Bernice Bowden, 25 Florence
Roast Long Island Duckling brated his third birthday on Wed
Street.
nesday with a party at his home
Complete Dinner $2.00
World War I Veterans Auxiliary ■
in St. George. Games were played will hold a card party at the home
Mrs. Edward Gonia has returned
Serving from Noon to S P. II.
113-lt and prizes won by Ruth. Suzanne of Mrs. Jennie Shannon. 12 Gay from Boston where she attended
and Kathy Copeland and Timothy Street on Saturday evening.
*he New England Gift Show at the
Polky. Refreshments of birthday
Parker House and Hotel Statler.
cake and ice cream were served
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Ameri
The guest of honor received many can Legion Auxiliary of Rockland
Anderson Camp Auxiliary met!
Films Developed
nice gifts.
Those who attended will entertain the Third District at the Grand Army Hall on Wed
BXUBGD
were: Ruth. Kathy. Suzanne and Council at the first meeting of the nesday evening for a pot luck sup
EX-Jl'WKO FK1NTH
Leslie Copeland. Reggie and Randy season to be held on Tuesday, per. with Mis. Maude Winchen
IX ALBIMS
Montgomery, H.ldane and Timothy Sept. 22. at the American Legion bach as chairman. After the sup
1? EXP. .75 — 16 EXP. 1.06
SO EXP. 1.S5 — 36 EXP. 2.00
Polity Mr. and Mis. Waiter Polky Hail at 8 p. m. The Third Distiict per a business meeting was held
KODALOI/OK DEVELOPING
Mrs. Mayna id Montgomery, Mrs officers will be installed at this with Mis. Winchenbach presiding.
AM. ROLLS Wk- EACH
Robert Damon. Mr and Mrs meeting
OVERSIZE PRINTS 3?c ZAC H
Refreshments will be The first general order was read.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST FOR
It was voted to hold a card party
Eliot Copeland. Those invited and served.
EKTACHROME — ANSOCIIROME
at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
unable to attend were: Linda Paul
KODACHROME
son. Narda, Pixie and Ricky Kin
BTXIT WITH COIN OR CHECK
The Zonta Club of the Rockland Vinal at Claik's Island on Tuesday
ney and Melinda Robinson of St Area held a board of directors and evening It was also voted to hold
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
George; Sherri and Steve Farrar committee chairmen meeting on inspection on Wednesday. October
box we
BAR HARBOR. ME.
of Rockland and Linda Milliken of Thursday evening at the Seven 21. Invitations were accepted to at
130-tf
Camden.
Tree Pond cottage of Mis. E. tend the reception to be held for
Douglas Brooks of Thomaston. A Mis Junah Oliver, department
president, which wil be held in Wa
spaghetti dinner was served by the
terville, Saturday, September 19.
hostess assisted by Mrs. Karl Stet and the reception to be held for
THE 965 COMMUNITY CONCERT
son of Thomaston. Fall season Miss Alice Smalley, state presi
plans were made and will be pre
ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS
dent. at the Grand Army Hall.
sented to the club on the first Rockland. Saturday. October 24.
meeting of the year which will be Three department officers, Mrs.
Were Mailed To Knox County
held next Tuesday at the summer Margaret Miller, past department
home of Mrs. Paul Seavey, Owls president and department council
Members on September 17
Head. Those present were: Mrs. or; Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal. councilor,
Richard Perry, Miss Barbara and Mrs. Ruth Thompson, patriotic
Morse, Miss Mary Wasgatt, and instructor, were presented to the
Failure To Receive Membership Please Notify:
Mrs. Frank Linekin, all of Rock- group. It was voted to hold a sup
Miss Ethel A. Payson, Secretary, Tel. LYric 4-5406
•and; Miss Ethel Upham. Mrs. per at the next meeting held at |
113-lt
Warren Ford and Mrs. Rodney the Grand Army Hall on Wednes
Brazier, all of Thomaston.
day, September 30.

8

50c

BUY

Tuesday-Tbursday-Safvrday
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Fog* Fight

WITH

CONFIDENCE

Ho/ty. SOU

H oases

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR

for Quality • Speed • Convenience

Easy Monthly Payments

LITTLE & HOFFSES

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 School St.

TELEPHONE FLeetwood 4-2440

<C-F tf

TeL LY 4-8465

Rockland, Me.
23-TAS-tf

The Meet-To-Eat Club held a Theatre Guild Sets
WEDS OWLS HEAD MAN AT LINCOLN
picnic supper at Coopers Beach
on Wednesday. They later re
I •
’
>■
p '*
"Tender Trap" As
turned to the Lufkin cottage as
the guests of Mrs. Ronald Lufkin First Production
Refreshments were served and
Mrs. Evelyn Clark told of the Port I The p,ay <*Tender Trap”, was
O Rockland Drum and Bugle j cjjOsen as the first production of
Coips trip to California. She pre- j
season. from four plays, that
sented
each
guest
with
a , were reviewed at the first meeting
souvenir of the trip. Those in- ; of the Knox County Theater Guild
vited were: Mrs. Bena Andrews held at the Farnsworth Museum.
Mrs. Henrietta Moulaison. Mrs Wednesday evening. George Sleep- i
Joan Powell. Mrs. Ruth Rytky er will be the director and the time
Mrs. Louise Billings, Mrs. Artnese for tryouts will be announced later. >
Mills and Mrs. Doris Delano.
President Dick Clark presided
over the meeting which was at- i
Edwin Libby Relief Corps re tendad by 20 members and guests. '
ception committee met at the Most of the time was taken up by
home of Mrs. Theodocia Foster, a discussion of a new home for
Thursday evening, to make fur the guild.
Joe Emery. Harold
ther plans for the reception to be Look. Jr., and A. N. Thurston. Jr.,
held on Saturday, Oct. 24. Those were elected as a house commit
present were. Mrs. Ruth Thomp tee to look into the situation
son. Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal and
The Emblem Club held a social
Mrs. Lena Richardson. Refresh
ments were seived by the hostess. evening at the Elks Home on
Thursday. Thirteen members at
The Odds and Ends of the Con tended. Janet Lane was chairman
gregational Church held a covered of the refreshment committee
dish supper at the church on and Betty Kaler was in charge of
Thursday evening, followed by a entertainment. A business meet
business meeting.
Mrs. Alice ing will be held on Thursday. Octo
Cali reported on the supper that ber 1. at the Elks Home.
was put on for the Youth Fellow
Mrs. Evelyn Mason. Ingraham
ship Friday, Sept. 11. A gift was
sent to Mrs. Gladys Rafford. who Lane, is a surgical patient at
has moved to Augusta. It was Knox Hospital.
announced that members are to
Photo by Richards
The Camden Junior Women's
he not’fied of extra meetings that
Mrs. John L. Gatcombe
Club
held
a
covered
d'ish
supper
(
will be held in October to work on
at the Cortheil cottage at Hosmer Genevieve Libby Weatherbee, ceremony.
fair articles. The mystery prizes
Pond on Thursday evening with 32 da
. q{ M[. and MnJ
The bride is a graduate of Matwere awarded to Mrs. Edna Monmembers present. The hostesses
teith and Mrs. Lillian Allen.
for the evening were: Mrs. Ken- Libb>' °f Lincoln, became the b.ide tanawcook Academy in Lincoln.
The bridegroom graduated from
noth Dickey; Mrs. Robert Ander-’of John Lyman Gatcombe, son of
Senior Girl Scout Troop 6 held son. president; Mrs. Archibald Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gatcombe of Rockland High School in 1953, and
a meeting on Thursday evening at Bailey, vice president; Mrs. Eu- Owls Head, at a candlelight cere- from Gotham State Teachers’ Col
the home of Martha Sleeper. Tal gene Dalrymple. corresponding mony performed August 29 at the lege in 1957. He is a member of
bot Avenue. They discussed pro secretary; Miss Sally Crockett, re- First Congregational Church in the faculty at Mattanawcook Acad
jects for the State Hospital and cording secretary; Mrs. Onel i Lincoln.
emy.
they will baby sit for women of Littlefield, treasurer; and directors,
Following the short wedding trip
The double ring ceremony yas
the Hospital Auxiliary on Oct. 8. Mrs. Albert Matherson, Mrs. John performed by Rev. Frederick the C0UPle took UP residence in
who will participate in the Hos Moiling and' Mrs. Henry Manning. Robie, Jr., and Mrs. Raymond Lincoln.
pital Fair. On Saturday. Sept. 19 At the business meeting which fol-' Bowden. Jr., was the bride’s at
they will meet at the home of lowed the supper, guest speaker,: tendant. Robert Gatcombe served
Wayne Nelson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Huber. Samoset Road Mrs. Albert Matherson of Achorn’s as best man for his« brother. The Mrs. Lyndon Nelson. 107 Broad
at 11 a. m. From there they will Department Store. Camden, showed flower girls were Vicki and Robin way, left Wednesday, Sept. 9, for
go to Samoset Beach where they new fabrics to the club members1 Weatherbee.
Boston where he will enter the
will hold a cookout with each girl who are interested in entering the
A reception for the families and Bentley School of Accounting and
cooking her own meal.
Vogue Sewing Contest.
' close friends was held following the Finance.

"J

ELECTRIC HEAT FOR YOUR HOME!!
SAVE WORRY, MONEY AND DOCTORS' BILLS
It is anticipated that by the end of 1959 some 60.000 or more
Electrically Heated Homes and Commercial-Industrial Buildings
will have been added to the already impressive number of Elec
trically Heated structures in the United States today! During
the 1958-59 heating season, well over 300.000 American families
enjoyed the comfort and convenience of Electric Heating and.
significantly these homes were not concentrated in one or two
areas, but spread out across the United States.
One of the most popular forms of Electric Heating on the
market today is Radiant "Glassheat", pioneer in the field. Ori
ginally developed by the French, needing an efficient, safe, silent
and odorless method of heating the underground passages of the
Maginot Line, "Glassheat" has now enjoyed over 10 years of
successful operation in the United States and has over 26 years
of engineering experience behind it.

When French scientists were confronted with the necessity
of heating the vast underground network of the Maginot Line,
they realized they had a problem which could not be solved by
ordinary convection heating. The heat had to be clean, odorless,
silent and developed without the usual evidence ot smoke. It
had to be a heat that would not burn the oxygen, nor endanger
the explosives, but actually provide life giving rays to the at
mosphere. From this decision "Glassheat" was developed as
the only efficient means of providing true Radiant Heat.
At the close of World War II. a firm then known as Contin
ental. Inc. (now Continental Radiant Glass Heating Corporation!
acquired the necessary patents from the basic French system
and brought it to the United States. Continental’s Engineers
spent several years perfecting the original system and late in
1948 "Glassheat" was put on the American Maiket. By the end
of 1957 several hundred thousand panels had been sold for use
in Homes. Hospitals. Schools. Churches. Factories. Office Build
ings, Motels, etc., in every type of climate.
Radiant Glassheat is generated by sending an electric cur
rent through ribbon like aluminum strips (not wires) fused into
a specially tempered glass panel. The healthful infra-red rays
(not ultraviolet "Sunburn” rays) projected by the "Glassheat"
panels are just like the rays from the Sun. which warm the
Earth's surface, the objects, animals and persons thereon. It is
the re-radiation from the Earth's surface that warms the air.
On a cool, sunny day when one sits in the shade, one feels cool,
but when sitting in the sun, warm. Yet the air temperature in
both locations is exactly the same! The reason we walk on the
shady side of the street on a hot summer day is to keep out of
the direct rays of the sun.

Answer to questions you may have concerning "Glassheat"
may be covered by this sample question and answer group.
Q:

How does "Glassheat" work?

A: Heated by a 120 or 240 volt current, the specially tem
pered glass panels radiate into your room the quick, clean, effi
cient infra-red heat rays, and continue to give off heat for 20
minutes, after thermostat shuts off. The hotter the panel gets
the less current it draws.
Q:

Is “Glassheat" expensive to install?

A: Decidedly not! It is possibly the least costly of any
heating unit to install. It can be done quickly (and without dis
rupting your household or disturbing your heating system I by
any licensed electrician. No unit storage space needed, no ducts,
no pipes or fuel storage needed. If you are building a new house,
no basement or chimney is necessary. If remodeling an old
house, you get a whole extra floor of living space!
Q: Does it cost a lot to operate "Glassheat"?
A: No! There is no maintenance cost—nothing to wear
out. or burn out. If your electrical late is 2.5c per kwh or less,
you can operate "Glassheat" for the same, or less, than the
cost of any other fuel. Also with the harnessing of Atomic
Energy, electricity produced in this fashion can be looked for
ward to in the foreseeable future, making rates extremely low.
Your Power Co. now has a special rate for electric heating
which is under 2c a kwh. "Glassheat" is also the most eco
nomical type of electric heating. Giass will begin to radiate
heat less than two minutes after the current is turned on, and
will continue to radiate for at least 30 minutes after it is turned
off. unlike other forms of electric heating which cool off as soon
as the current is shut off. Each room is zone-controlled by
thermostat, thus enabling you to turn off the current in rooms
not in use.
Then too. in average climates, the current flowing into a
"Glassheat" panel in use is only on approximately 20 minutes
out of each hour, or one third of the time! It is therefore less
expensive to opera’e than any type of electric heating (hot wire
and resistance bar). We might also mention here, one of .he
many so-called "fringe” benefits of "Glassheat"—because there
is no circulation of dust-laden air, or wall streakage, decorating
and cleaning bills are cut to the bone.
Q: Is "Glassheat" efficient?
A: The most! Because the heat goes directly to you. there
is no heat loss through ducts or pipes. An aluminum reflector
pan behind the glass assures all heat being directed outward
into the room. Panels made of glass expel heat more quickly
as they receive the electric current, than those of any other ma-

terial known. The 1000 watt "Glassheat" panel has an output
of over 3,400 B. T. U.’s, which is exactly what it delivers. Other
heating plants may have a greater B. T. U. output, but cannot
deliver more than 50%. because of the loss through ducts and
pipes’.
Q:

Is "Glaftshcnt" healthy?

A: "Glassheat" is healthier than any other type of heat!
Scientific research has proven that air-borne bacteria die fastest
when the relative humidity is 50%. and live for an appreciable
length of time when the humidity is very high, or low. The
average humidity in most parts of the United States is about
65%. The rays from Radiant "Glassheat" panels do not de
humidify the air, as do steam and hot air heating. The humidity
in a glassheated house never falls below a medically recom
mended 30%. Ordinary methods of heating have a humdity
rating of about 10% . Even large amounts of water evapo:, ).ed
into a home will not materially increase this low humidity con
dition. One nationally known manufacturer of heating equip
ment admits they could not raise the humidity to 20%, even if
they used 160 gallons of water pel’ day in a six room house!
The atmosphere in a glassheated house is most healthful.
"Glassheat" customers do not suffer from dried nostrils or res
piratory ailments and while the manufacturers make no claims,
many "Glassheat” users have written them saying their Arth
ritic and Asthmatic conditions had vanished since they installed
"Glassheat". In a glassheated room cut flowers do not fade as
fast, growing plants thrive and oil paintings, and antique furni
ture do not deteriorate. Human beings have fewer colds!
Q:

What area is heated by the average "Glassheat*' panel?

A: One 1000 watt "Glassheat" panel takes care of 100
square feet in any well insulated structure with an average
number of exposures.
Q:

Is insulation important?

A: It most certainly is! Full insulation means better eco
nomical operation of electric heating, or of any heating for that
matter. Proper insulation will pay for itself many times over,
and in a very short time, by slashing bills. Also, insulation is
just as important in keeping a house cool in hot weather as it is
in keeping a house warm in cold weather! A properly insulated
house, even in the hottest weather, can be more than 10 degrees
cooler than the temperature out of doors.
Q:

Is "Glassheat" practical in a really cold climate?

A: "Glassheat" is practical in all climates from Mexico to
Canada's "Oak Ridge" at Chalk River, where although the tem
perature drops to thirty below, is economically heated by "Glass
heat". Anchorage. Alaska also boasts many "Glassheat" in
stallations. The New England States have dozens of "Glassheat" installations which have stood the test of time and were
installed during the era when thy local utiilties were somewhat
less than enthusiastic about electric heating.
Q: What is the attitude of the local Utility toward electric
heating?

The C. M. P. Co. has instituted a special heating rate for
all "Glassheat" users. As of July 1, 1959, all Kilowatt Hours
in excess of 1000 which would be your heating load costs you
only .019 cents per KWH. This is 5 mills per KWH less than
non electric heat users pay per KWH. It is now actually cheaper
to heat your home electrically than all other fuels, and there are
no maintenance costs, no ashes to lug out. no oil tanks to over
flow or leak or plug up. No mess, no fuss. In some areas by
using electric heat you may realize savings in fire insurance
costs. Continental Radiant "Glassheat" panels are fire safe,
they can't bum anything! Hang your window curtains right in
flont of the panels with no harm. With electric heat you get all
the heat you pay for. There is no waste anywhere. It is all
used in the room where heat is made.
Visit your local C. M. P. Co. office and talk it over with
them. Get all the facts before you make up your mind to buy
your heating system. Do it the safe way.
The so-called fan type electric hot wire heaters and calrod
and bar heaters have been proved to cost 82% more to operate
than Continental "Glassheat" panels! The tests were conducted
by the Pennsylvania Power and Light Co.. Allentown. Pennsyl
vania. The tests were made with two identical living areas,
next door to each other. Both places were identical as to con
struction, size, windows, doors, design, temperature, same total
KW connected load for the same length of time. One had Con
tinental glass panels and the other had Electiomode baseboard
heaters. The living area with the Electromode heaters used
82% more KWHrs. Save with Continental.
Q: Where ran 1 see the "Glassheat" line of panels In the
Stale of Maine area'*
A: R. F. BLAISDELL A CO., and several homes now using

it. They are the exclusive distributors for Continental Radiant
"Glassheat" in Maine. Free heating estimates may be had by
dialing CE 6-3582. Whether you are interested in heating one
room, or an entire house. R. F. KIAISDELI. A Co. will have an
answer to your heating problem. We suggest that you stop in
at 5 Main St., Camden, .Me., for a friendly chat about your heat
ing system. Or see the Following Dealers:
BERT BROOKS. 136 Washington St.. Camden
CHESTER PENDLETON, Main Road, Dark Harbor
113-8-118
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